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FOR YOUR STATISTICAL FILES

ENCLOSED HEREWITH IS A COPY OF THE LATEST PROGRESS REPORT ISSUB) 
BY THIS COMPANY TOGETHER WITH OUR NEW BROCHURE WHICH ILLUSTRATES 
THE STRUCTURAL AKD GEOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT WITHIN WHICH A SERIOUS 
EFFORT IS BEING MADE TO PROVIDE A NEW SOURCE OF BASE METALS FOR 
THIS PROVINCE,

THE COMPANY IS CURRENTLY ENGAGED IN DIAMOND DRILLING OPERATIONS, 
CONFINED, FOR THE PRESENT AT LEAST, TO THE NORTHERN SECTION OF 
OUR TWENTY-FIVE HUNDRED ACRE PROPERTY WHERE INTRIGUING COPPER 
VALUES mVE BEEN ENCOUNTERED BOTH ON SURFACE AND IN THE INITIAL 
SHALLOW HOLES OF THE PRESENT PROGRAM.

PUBLICITY REGARDING OUR EXPLORATION OPERATIONS IN THE NEW IRON 
BRIDGE COPPER AREA IS GATHERING MOMENTUM, IN THIS CONNECTION, 
INOJUIRIES REGARDING FACTUAL INFORMATION CONCERNING THIS VENTURE 
MAY POSSIBLY BE DIRECTED TO YOUR ORGANIZATION,

IN CASE YOU DO RECEIVE SUCH INQUIRIES IN THE FUTURE AND DESIRE 
TO PROVIDE AN INTELLIGENT ANSWER TO SAME, WE ARE, OF COURSE, 
WILLING TO PROVIDE YOU WITH ALL PERTINENT DATA REGARDING THIS 
COMPANY, INCLUDING, PROSPECTUS, PROGRESS REPORTS AS ISSUB) AND 
ADDITIONAL COPIES OF THE BROCHURE.

VERY TRULY YOURS, 

COPPER REEF MINES LIMITED

Q 
Q

o A

PRESIDENT

A TELEPHONED REQUEST DIRECTED TO 368-691** WILL RECEIVE PROMPT 
ATTENTION.

BTfrf, 1965.
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The following report was received earlier
this week from H. Grant Harper, P.Eng., the Company's Consulting 
Geologist and is the result of observations made during his trip to '~ 
the'property last week. At this time it is pertinent to note that 
Mr. Harper's most recent inspection and examination was the first 
opportunity provided for him to make a detailed examination of the 
Southern end of the claims where in the initial surface sampling last 
year the Company's prospectors secured the samples which ran nearly 
4jC copper in a quartzite structure.

It now appears that the structure here is a
great deal more important than previously concluded and the Company is 
now rescheduling its drilling program to make a drilling start in this 
area on completion of diamond drill hole #63-20 which is located on the 
new northern claim group adjoining our original holdings.

.~.v~v telephone advice from the property is 
to the effect that D.D.Hole #63-13 has been completed at 105 feet 
(vertical) in Bruce Conglomerate. No additional information as to the 
character of the drill core was radioed out to the air base. D.D.Hole 
#63-14 commenced drilling Monday night. This hole is the furthest 
step-out from D. D. Hole 63-1 so far. As correlation and evaluation work 
in Toronto will prevent Mr. Harper from returning to the property for a 
period of at least ten days it will probably be after the middle of the 
month, or possibly near the end, before we will have further news to 
transmit to shareholders.

Mr. Harper's detailed report to the Directors follows:-

PROGRB3S REPORT O

Since my last report, the assay results for diamond drill hole 63-9 
have been received and holes 63-11 and 63-12 have been logged. DDH 
63-9 was located near the diorite contact and returned but low values. 
Hole 03-11 and 63-12 are located west of the Cobden River and are quite 
obviously near a major N-S fault zone. The core is badly broken and 
there is extensive alteration in both the Bruce Limestone and Bruce 
Conglomerate formations. The N-S faulting in this general area ia far 
nora complex than we had anticipated. For example, the E-W diabase 
dyke located Just south of hole 62-4 has been found displaced about 
100 feet north where the tractor, by turning, exposed rock previously 
covered by overburden. The eastward continuatipnvbf the dyke, though 
covered by overburden, strikes directly toward* hoies 63-5 and 63-6^
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and probably accounts for the low values in these holes. This fault 
also accounts for the discontinuity in values and formations between 
holes 62-2 and 63-1.

Drilling is continuing in hole 63-13. When I left, the hole was col 
lared and two feet of Bruce Limestone had been recovered. There was 
no evidence of silication and, of course, the mineralized layers lie 
at a deeper horizon.

Line-cutting and mapping has been completed along the eastern boundary 
of the Hall-Montgomery claims. There are some strong suggestions of 
further faulting near the NE corner of the property. The single most 
important feature found during the mapping lies about 400* east of the 
Hall-Montgomery property and about 2500* north of the drilled area. 
The feature consists of two small outcroppings of Bruce Limestone show* 
ing the usual north-ivesterly strike but having a southwesterly dip. 
This is further evidence of a secondary synclinal basin or "channel" 
lying to the north of the area drilled to date. Within the next two 
weeks, the drilling will begin to probe this important structural 
indication.

A surface examination was made of the south end of the Mississagi 
Quartzite copper showing and of each of the magnetic anomalies located 
j.ast Fall. My observations are recorded as follows:

1) Mississagi Quartzite showing:

This is a very complex area geologically. In my Judgment 
the Chalcopyrite mineralized quartzite is not frost heaved^ 
as reported by other geologists and in all probability 
two. .or^three deep .trenches would expose this material in 
placflu^ The mineralized Quartzite lies in a shallow "~ 
valley through which a stream flows, and is probably the 
locale of a major E-W fault which shows on the air 
photographs as a linear traceable for over li miles. 
Immediately south of the float area and stratigraphically 
higher are outcrops of Bruce Conglomerate, which, 50 feet 
further south, are suddenly terminated against a broad 
band of greywacke, probably belonging to the Gowganda 
formation. This contact is extremely sharp and well 
defined. It may be a fault plane. To the north of the 
float, the rocks seemed to belong to the Bruce Conglom 
erate formation. "The diorite intrusive lies about 800* p 
to the east. About 900 1 southeast, is the copper showing rv 
in the Bruce Limestone found last summer. Two factors are* 
immediately apparent: First, an area roughly 2,000 feet 
N-S and 1500 feet E-W will have to be mapped in detail 
in order to establish the stratigraphic relationships 
between the two copper showings; Secondly, two phases 
of diamond drilling are required: (a) - Two N-S bearing 
angle holes under the Quartzite showing to determine the 
character of the fault structure underlying the drift 
covered valley holding the Quartzite float; {b) - A 
vertical drill hole about 300* deep to establish the 
stratigraphy. Altogether an initial program of about 
1000' of drilling is needed in the immediate vicinity 

. of the Quartzite copper showing.
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2). Location 3000N - lOOW. , ; -
At this location there is a magnetic anomaly with an
intensity of 2500 gammas. It is on strike and at
roughly the same stratigraphic horison and of the
same magnetic intensity as the anomaly located on
line 1400N. On surface, one can see some thin layers
of Magnetite carrying minor Chalcopyrite near the
base of the Bruce Limestone. The actual contact with
the underlying Bruce Conglomerate is drift covered. ;.
Some short exploratory drill holes should be drilled
in this area.

3) location 62CON - 1200W.

A strong mgnetic anomaly is partly outlined here. 
There are no outcrops of the anomaly and the over 
burden appears to be very thick. About 300* west of 
the anomaly there are some poor exposures of unaltered 
Bruce Limestone. The mere presence of the magnetic 
anomaly indicates that drilling is warranted but if 
the magnetometer survey is extended slightly end 
done in closer detail, the drilling efficiency would 
be vastly improved.

I have discussed the general geology of the area of the Copper Reef

Broperty with Dr. James Robertson of the Ontario Department of Mines, e has expressed a desire to see our drill cores as well as the 
QuartBite mineralized area near the south end of the property. He 
suggests that arrangements be made between himself, myself and Dr. 
Peter Giblin, the Resident Government Geologist, to examine the 
property near the end of this month. I have tentatively agreed to do
so.

Respectfully submitted,

(signed) "H. O. HARPER"

HGH:p. H. Grant Harper, P.Eng.

HOT

....
g-'site t:

  ioyer .W.y^^v*
1 '' ' ' .y.!'-*--  :-M'';'. i -' 

•- .. ' '  c-.f-v J:,'.v^.'- X.
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Accompanying this Progress Report is the latest Brochure to be compiled 
and issued by this Company. We desire all shareholders to pay partic 
ular attention to the coloured map on the inside of the Brochure. From 
this map you will observe the stratigraphy, (or sequence of rock form 
ations) within the two sedimentary basins of the Elliot Lake uranium 
field (outlined in red) and compare the sequence of these formations, 
shown in different colours, with those mapped as exposed over the 
Iron Bridge sedimentary basin, where the Copper Reef property is 
located and where we are at present engaged in exploratory diamond 
drilling operations.

It is interesting at this juncture to note that personnel associated 
at present with Copper Reef Mines have gained experience in the Blind 
River mining exploration activity that prevailed a few years ago, 
that is now of definite value to Copper Reef in its present program. 
Mr. Manfred Johnson) who proceeded the stakers in the selection of 
claims that later became the Algom Quirke and Algom Nordic producing 
mines, is the prospector who made the majority of the copper 'finds' 
on our property. Mr. Harper, fczaer Chief Geologist for Algom Quirke 
and Algom Nordic, is the geologist who spotted the drill holes that 
brought to light the orebodies that resulted in the establishment of 
these two great producers. Tour managing director was responsible 
for the organising of one of the major staking activities during the 
Blind River 'Rush', having recorded well over one thousand claims 
from this area during 19531 1954 and 1955, the peak years of the 
staking activity there.

COPPER REEF MINES LIMITED.
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With the completion of D.D.Hole 163-15 on the Northern portion of our Iron Bridge 
Copper property, near the boundary of the recently acquired Hall-Montgomery claims, 
the Company has finalized the initial stage of its diamond drilling program and is 
now laying plans for the secondary stage, which will require much deeper vertical 
holes and consequently a substantially larger exploration expenditure.

The hole recently completed provided the company with very important information. 
This hole was spotted to investigate the upper portion of the Limestone and for the 
very first time in our current exploration program copper mineralization was inter 
sected in the top sections of this sedimentary strata. While the intersection was 
not extensive, only twelve feet or so, it does indicate that copper mineralization 
has been distributed throughout the entire sequence of the Limestone formation and 
as this hole WB.S the furthest step-out drill attempt, it suggests that a secondary 
synclincal basin is developing in this portion of the property.

Before proceeding with our secondary stage of diamond drilling exploration, which 
is estimated may require an expenditure of probably fifty thousand dollars, your 
Company has decided to undertake some geochemical work, principally in the areas of 
the previously outlined magnetic anomalies, striking southerly from the scene of the 
initial stage of diamond drilling. It has been adequately proven that copper is 
associated with the furthest north of our five magnetic anomalies on our large property 
and in some instances mineralization of a high-grade nature, for sedimentary deposits, 
has been revealed, principally in the vicinity of the long north-south diorite intru 
sive. Geochemical surveys are methods currently being used successfully, principally 
in Ireland, to spot holes for diamond drilling investigation in heavily overburdened 
areas. As the overburden is prolific in most of the sections where anomalies have 
been outlined, it is considered that this type of pre-drilling investigation could 
result in the saving of substantial exploration expenditures and provide the company 
with more accurate drill targets.

In order to ensure continuous activity between drilling programs, your Company has 
not been idle. We have moved our prospecting crew into the Kirkland Lake Gold area, 
where last week a group of well located claims, eighteen in number, have been staked 
out for us. We have decided on this action for two reasons: First, a recently pub 
lished Government map showed the existence of three gold showings on the claims we 
have staked; and Secondly, only a few miles south of the recently staked claims, one 
of the large United States Steel Companies, Jones f, Laughlin, is spending some 
Thirty Millions of dollars to bring into production a largo, low grade iron deposit. 
A staking rush to secure additional iron deposits has been taking place in this area. 
During last week's staking operations our prospectors found a one hundred foot wide 
rusted zone of sulphides, which will be opened up and tested by us immediately. A 
further report on this new development will be issued in due course.

COPPER REEF MINES LIMITED

 ' A -



ol access road built this ycur to 
Urill cquipncnt.

Drill Crew and Company Geologist 
at site of D.n. Hole 63-51.

,oi,,p.,iix i)liui;il at drill s ite - 
iinc 1st.

Company's camp at South end ol' 
property.
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All chemical components and equipment (except one small shipment) are now on hand for 
the geochemical survey on the anomalous areas of our Iron Bridge Area property and it 
is hoped that the actual survey work will be under way before the end of the current 
month.

In the interval, between the first and second stages of our diamond drilling program, 
word has seeped out from the North that a deep drill test has started on the nearby 
property of Sudbury Contact Mines in Montgomery Township. This vertical hole, which 
we are informed will probably reach a depth of from between 1,300 and 1,500 feet, is 
designed to investigate the copper-bearing attributes of the Limestone horizon under 
lying that Company's property and has been spotted as the result of an Induced Polar 
ization Electrical Survey, conducted last Fall. Needless to say, the intersecting of 
a copper-bearing bed in the Limestone at this depth will undoubtedly have a profound 
effect on the entire area generally as well as providing a great deal of encouragement 
for our own operation.

The results of the sixteen holes drilled so far on our own property are now being 
studied by our Engineering Staff and wo are awaiting a report on their significance 
in relation to the overall potential on our property with respect to its chances of 
hosting economic copper-bearing orcbodies.

ATOMIC FONER PROSPECTS

It has been generally overlooked, mainly duo to our concentration in copper search, 
that the Parkinson Uplift Area, of which our Iron Bridge property forms a significant 
part, is probably the last remaining unexploited field (or basin) In the Blind River 
- Iron Bridge Area, that has not been fully exploited for uranium 'searing potential. 
A study of the colored map on the inside of the Brochure (furnished to all shareholder*) 
will indicate the comparison between the producing areas of the Blind River Uranium 
field and the Parkinson Synclinal Basin. As far as is at present known, from the 
history of the area, no attempt was made to conduct deep drilling.tests for uranium in 
thi* area during the period of the Blind River 'Rush* a few years ago.

To bring shareholders up to date on what is happening in the field of uranium generated 
electric power, we are reproducing for your benefit, an article which recently appeared 
in the Northern Miner. The implications contained in the second paragraph (underlined) 
of thi* article are of the utmost significance to Copper Reef. When this *rush1 breaks; 
anticipated for '64 or '65, we will be firmly established on the ground and in a ' 
to play a major role in the forthcoming renewal of uranium search.

' j ' \ - 't
;.±",,"' V- 4
••.iA /;- i V /v-:*''.Q. \ i : \ f'- 1
4 VlV.itt Yl
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The progress made to date in this Copper mining exploration 
venture, is described in this bulletin and which at the same time 
gives ample justification for the planning of a comprehensive 
diamond drill investigation of the Company's extensive property 
holdings with a view to defining the extent of orebodies. The 
program is based on the considered judgment of the Company's 
professional consultants and their development recommendations.

The theory on which the wide ranging vertical diamond drill 
program is based is contained elsewhere in this bulletin together 
with information from the Company's official prospectus. The 
information is factual and the result of an intensive surface 
exploration program conducted during 1962 by Manfred Johnson 
of Sudbury, Ontario. Mr. Johnson is one of the north country's 
outstanding prospectors and the man who, incidentally, guided 
the stakers in the north section of the Blind River tUranium 
rush   probably one of Canada's most outstanding mineral 
accomplishments of the past decade.

Supervising this prospecting activity in the field was H.. 
Grant Harper, P.Eng., Consulting Economic Geologist, who, as 
chief geologist for Algom Quirke Lake and Algbm Nordic Mines, 
followed Johnson's previous work in the direction of the diamond 
drilling operations that resulted in the establishment of the ore 
bodies for those two great producing mines.

,i,' :

The management of Copper Reef Mines Limited counts 
itself fortunate in securing the personnel with this btckgroiind 
of exploration experience ~ their knowledge of sediinenUry 
search concepts will provide an important factor in the 
of this development

i* it rot inroMUttoftu rvtfom WIT ADD ts not 10 M COMIIVIO AS ut .wittiwt o*.tutu
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HIGHLIGHTED BELOW IS THE LIMESTONE 
STRATA OF SEDIMENTS

6*66*0,

Mas At f f* r J

ff/ x' r A' /viwi', - 
. c* /st

map -tf
C"*PPf r Rjff propwtr mm* 
duced on thb pcftt enow* tW 
rock formatioiiM outcroppioir 
and undvrlvinir tht cltim 
jrrnup. ThU informntlon i* 
party taken from (towrnmmt 
map* (Mainly G AC. Map *- 
1961. published Jan.. 1962) 
and mapping bv H. (i. Harper, 
P.Enjr., Conduit ing Economk 
C.eologlut for Copper Ueef. 
and by A. C. A. Howe. P.Enjr.. 
who examined tind retorted on 
the property for Copper Ueef 
in Oct.. 1962.
The metallic COPPEIl color 
printed on the geological map 
represents the urea of Uruce 
Limestone within which mont 
of the copper diftcoverie* near 
the intrusive contact have *o 
far been made. As investiga 
tion to date has been confined 
mainly to the areas adjacent 
to the intrusive contact, the 
knowledge gained by the dia 
mond drilling in the Lime 
stone projects the H(K inability 
of further drill investigation 
of this sedimentary strata. 
which as can be observed from 
the map, ranges for substan 
tial distances within the Cop 
per Heef property boundaries.
The general exploration, how 
ever, does not confine future 
work solely to investigating 
the Limestone formation. 
Near the southern end of the 
property, confined, at present, 
within two parallel 'faults'; 
an upthrust or possibly 'frost- 
heaved* area of Quartzite 
exists. Assaying of surface 
samples taken from this ser- 
tion of the property reveals 
that the copper sulphides are 
profusely distributed in dis 
seminated form throughout 
the quartzite, with a copper 
content running from one-half 
of one percent to aa much as 
3.78^. Due to the nature of 
the copper mineralization in 
this latter rock environment, 
if it is eventually proven to 
be the Miftsissagi member of 
the Huronian series of rocks, 
it is considered this may be 
the horizon of tkt sedimen 
tary strata which offers the 
greatest scope for suceen* In 
tht entire Copper Reef explo 
ration project. Twte rock type 
ha* b*M Mapped M under* 
lyla* iht entir* sedimentary 
basin of t h* Iron Bridge cop 
per area.

l
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A contract casing for five thousand feet of diamond drilling on the 
Company's 2,000 acre property north of Iron Bridge, Ontario, has been 
let to Alton McKnight Drilling Co., of Cobalt, Ont.

Drilling equipment is now enroute to the claims and is scheduled to be 
in the field and ready for drilling about the end of the current week. 
The Company's Consulting Geologist, H. Grant Harper, P.Eng., is due to 
arrive at the property next Saturday to lay out the drilling grid and 
spot the holes. The Company is constructing semi-permanent camps as it 
is anticipated that the extensive drill program envisaged for this 
property should continue for several months.

Initially one machine is being utilized to sink vertical holes at the 
North end of the claim group where shallow drilling last Fall revealed 
interesting copper values in the Limestone strata of the Huronian 
sedimentary rocks. The immediate target of the present program will be 
a step-out investigation, by means of vertical holes, for extensions of 
the copper-bearing intersections, some of which approached and in one 
instance exceeded ore grade, secured in the previous drilling performed 
by Bridgeland Explorations Limited, the vendor of the claims to Copper Reef.

Geophysical work last Summer disclosed several anomalous areas in addition 
to the one overlying the section where the previous drill values were 
encountered. These will also be subject to drill investigation as will 
a large area near the South end of the property where a frost-heaved 
upthrust of quartzite disclosed disseminated copper ranging up to 3.72J&. 
It is likely an additional drill machine will be provided here as the 
most economical manner to handle this phase of the program will be during 
the Spring water run-off, probably in late April.

This drill program is the first deep drill test to investigate the ore- 
making potential of a large cross-folded saddle-reef structure of copper- 
bearing sediments, typical of the great Northern Rhodesian ore deposits 
of south central Africa, the existence of which only came to light follow 
ing the publication of a new map by the Geological Survey of Canada, in ', 
the late Winter of 1962. Previously unmapped by any Government agency, 
this section of Parkinson and Montgomery Townships, was the scene last 
year of an extensive prospecting and mapping program conducted by 
Bridgeland Explorations Limited, a private Toronto-based prospecting 
organization, which investigated some fifteen to twenty square'miles of 
favorable sedimentary area outlined on the above-mentioned Q.S.C. map*
This cap clearly revealed a basin-like structure, comparable in many.; 
respects to the structure underlying the Blind River-Elliot Lake Camp 
twenty miles to the East, where vast ore tonnages are being mined from 
the bedded mineral deposits in the sedimentary rocks*
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H. Grant Harper, P.Eng., Consulting Geologist for COPPER REEF 

MINES LIMITED, reports completion of first two holes in 5,000 foot drill 

program on Company's 2,000 acre property in the Iron Bridge copper area 

about 20 miles west of Elliot Lake, Northern Ontario.

Hole .63-1. collared vertically in Bruce Limestone intersected 

8i feet of copper mineralization near the collar with the mineralization 

occurring in the bedding planes of the sediments. This hole is located 

; at the north end of the property in the area of the shallow drilling 

performed last Fall. A one foot section in the Bruce Conglomerate was 

intersected at 99*3 feet. This section carried disseminated chalcopyrite 

and is the best copper occurrence encountered so far in the Bruce Con 

glomerates which are known to carry traces of copper mineralization 

throughout the area. The top 40 feet of core showed layered magnetite 

with traces of chalcopyrite. This hole reached a depth of 105.ft'etL*. .

Hole 63-2. collared in Bruce Limestone approximately 160 feet 

Northeast of hole 63-1, and driven easterly at a 450 angle intersected 

fair copper mineralization from 16 feet to 35 feet core length. From 

 35 feet to 50 feet layered magnetite was encountered containing traces 

;' of chalcopyrite. From 51.8 feet to 6? feet, better-looking chalcopyrite 

^-.appeared, the bottom 7 feet of which provided the best copper grade so

W ; ' far encountered. At 75 feet in the hole the drill intersected the coctwct v '5^' - - - • ..--.''   ' -'^ 
 v/ between the Bruce Conglomerate and the diorite intrusive which showed a .;v;
"^* "' i ; ' - 'J ' ' ! .' - i r-l

f

e*r
l 2 foot section of an altered zone of Bruce Conglomerate barren of,,- . -  - ..V," ^'ffe^v^fri^:
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aa was the diorite. Hole bottomed ajb^lOl^feet. ' 

Hole 63-3. collared 50 feet west of hole 63-2, now drilling 

jat 45" angle easterly towards the diorite intrusive, expected to bottom 

at about 130 feet before weekend.

16 split core sampled sections from first two holes sent for 

assay.

The general area of this new drilling is in the vicinity of 

previous shallow drilling performed last Fall where the best intersection 

in layered limestone returned 1.60# copper over a vertical depth of 

4*5 feet.
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George G. Elliott 
Managing Director
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IP^* : Schedule of Copper assays on claim SSM-63141 
•If*- ""' N/B Corner of 48 claim property in Iron Bridge
'^'••: uopper Area.
^j* *:l. '. \. '
"--/"•'••'-•vV-^'-

.; Drilling in Limestone to date covers an area of
|,v,; 200 feet E-W and 50 feet N-S located about the
||;* centre of claim.
y - Hole 62-1 Vertical to 53* 6.4* - 8*
"" 21.2' - 22.2*
;^ . 29.2* - 30.5*
^ ; 30.5* - 32.5*
-^ ' 3 2.5* - 35.5*

.^' Hole 62-2 Vertical to 59* in Limestone

C ' f - 9.
-; - 15.6' - 17.6'

3: 17.6' - 22.6'
22.6* - 25.0*

' 25.0* - 30.0*
A*. 30.0' - 33.7*

33.7* - 39.7*
39.7' - 44.5*
44.5' - 46.1'

.Vi' 46.1* - 48.0*
^ ' 48.0* - 51.8*
''h;, ' ' '

* '? Hole 62-3 Vertical to 65' in Limestone

v 14.1* - 18.7*
S 37.5* - 41.1*
'm 46.3* - 47.7*
P- 47.7* - 51.0*
".^•' J'\- '
1 f?; , Hole 62-4 Vertical in Limestone 30.8* - 31.8*

? iP^^ll^ft'-' • : '' ; 'i •;,.- i - .,-' :''-: , ;; . '-.' " '- •:

^^^^^kK^A': '-'\ ''" ^ V^: ^:'-; ^^i.-';;'v:A'-,- ; ,,.. - : ' ., .i:Vii .'^l-^
'^MfflM^SSsJ^SSffi'-i&j'ifc-/- n '.'t^'jf'jf'b.. *-'-".. i:.'; ' '" :". 'i'. i.'^'f.ii'. i ''i.'v :' k ' I". s **Ji :'..~. •-.•'"", "'..' "'.."•".s -x^S'x'J/l?'; 7/- -i

- ;f-'\]W^^B
lTTll?(5!S!lWElini" ^^^B|y v - ^ i r ir^ "^!I T^P

1 lill •^'••P^'* '^inBi'uu APR'i7.-tt^^Ky':'v.:g™

RESIDENT QEDLOOttfl^^H8AUt -"' " "- ; '' ;"" ^r'B
: -- ^ -H

. : '^m
0,36* Cu. B0.8636 cu. m0.7656 cu. m0.1136 cu. -* m
0.4136 Cu. - K' i

30.556 Fe304 M
0.5356 cu. R
0 . 1756 Cu . B;0.56^ cu. , m0.7356 cu. -.'.m
0.43/6 Cu. , mi
0.0656 Cu. K
0.4956 Cu. B0.7656 Cu. K0.1956 cu. 1
0.0556 Cu. P

. 1 ^ ^B:'^

1.6036 Cu. . K0.8056 cu. - - --B0.24* cu. : ; ; -'^E:
0.3036 Cui '.. . - - . ;^'^.B-" ^ ;^^Sfe^^'V^^B
o.^;'^^^y^^^j^\:;--^^8p^d.s



ppl^t^^^''^ff^^^f^il
E;i;^-',y" :V . -W'-H^ '^ffp
J*l Vertical in Limestone 2.5' -4.5' - O,

4.5' - 8*0' - 0.01* Cu.
8.0* - 11.0* '* 0.06* Cu.

Bruce Conglomerate 99.3* - 100.3* O*10* Cu. 

Top 40' in this hole layered Magnetite

Hole 63-2 450 dip to East in Limestone

16' - 20*
20' - a.5'
22' - 25'
25' - 27'
27' - 29'
29' - 31'
31' - 35'
51.8* - 56.8*
56.8* - 60'
60' - 62'
62' - 64'
64' - 67'
67' - 100'

100' - 101'

Hole 63-3 Completed under 63.2 - April 5th 

Hole 63-4 Drilling as of April 5th, 1963

0.25* Cu. 
0.52* Cu. 
0.14* Cu. 
1.08* Cu. 
0.19* Cu. 
0.36* Cu. 
0.06* Cu. 
0.15* Cu. 

* Cu.
Cu.
Cu.
Cu. 

Cong, 
Diorite
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of letter from)

Jttifcer: 6.I.M.M. 
O.A.C. 
Bd. of Trade

H. GRANT HARPER, P.Eng. 
Economic Geologist 
314 Hendon Avenue 

Willowdale, Ontario BA. 5-7412

April 15, 1963.

Officers and Directors, 
Copper Reef Mines Limited, 
8l5 - 372 Bay Street, 
Toronto, Ontario.

Gentlemen,

.5O.M

.- .THE OFF!,,.:

GHOLOOIST, O.N'T. DEPT, OK MINES 

SAULT STE. MARIE, ONT.

Herewith is a brief Progress Report on the current drilling on 
your Montgomery Township property.

( DDH 63-3 was collared 50 feet west of Hole 63-2. It was a 45 
degree hole bearing S?OE. Two horizons of chalcopyrite mineralization 
were intersected - one near the collar of the hole, and the second near 
the base of the Bruce Limestone Formation. 6 samples were cut and are 
presently in the assay office. Hole 63-4 was a vertical hole from the 
same set up. It also intersected the two chalcopyrite bearing horizons 
and again o samples were cut. Hole 63-5 was collared 50 feet nortA of 
63-2. It was a 45 degree hole bearing, S70E. This hole and 63-6 are 
located north of all the outcrops and the hole must be collared Just 
south of an east-west diabase dike for the upper part of 63-5 and all 
of 63-6 (vertical hole, same set up) is heavily silicated and contains 
no chalcopyrite. However hole 63-5 bears south east (awav frcn the 
dike) and chalcopyrite does occur in the lower horizon. C samples ware 
cut.

The silicated sections of holes 63-5 and 63-6 ae well aa short 
sections in other holes show a peculiar phenomenon known aa. 
TRIBOLUMINESCENCE. When the silicated core is broken at night or in 
complete darkness there is a short interval of time when the broken 
surfaces of the rock glow with a rosy red colour. This phenomenon is 
uncommon but not exactly rare. Mr. D.H. Gorman of the University of 
vToronto states that the red glow is thought to be caused by certain 

,f.;Rare Earth elements and possibly by certain cine minerals. Specimens 
1 5I^!being forwarded to Mr. Gorman for study and I an having spectre* 

rjpraphio analyses made for the company. On my next trip to the prop* 
trtyy I shall get more of this material for research and analysis.

•f-i V ; '.y'-
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I do not know if this triboluminescence is an indication of economic 
value but the company will have to undertake a thorough testing and 
analysis of this material.

I now feel satisfied that the close interval drilling has provided suf 
ficient detail to allow the precise correlation of the two chalcopyrite 
bearing horizons and consequently future drill holes will be more widely 
spaced. Two holes have been spotted 100 feet north of the northernmost 
indication of copper values and two more 150 feet west of any known 
copper occurrence. All of these holes are in heavily overburdened areas

Aside fron, the copper mineralization, the drilling has added substantially 
10 our geological knowledge in the following ways.

1.- Hole 63-7 collared in diorite. Because of this and the results 
in holes 63-2 and 63-3 and 63-5 we can trace the diorite to the 
south and west and prove a rock displacement along the Waltman 
Linear. This linear is a fault whose north side has moved west 
relative to its south side.

2.~ The diorite has a variable dip. In the locale of holes 63-2, 
63-3, and 63-4 the diorite dips 35 degrees northwest. In the 
locale of holes 63-7 and 63-8 the dip is steeper.

3.- Hole 63-5 failed to reach the diorite. This strongly suggests 
that a secondary synclinal basin lies to the north and west of 
the area drill tested to date; this supports structural infer 
ences based on dip and strike observations and air photograph 
interpretations.

I am returning to the property on April 19. As well as logging and 
sampling drill core, I intend tc start line cutting and mapping to the 
north and west on the Montgomery claims in preparation for a broader 
ctnd deeper drill test.

Respectfully submitted 

"H. G. HARPER"

NOTE: The Montgomery claims referred to in the final paragraph 
of MT. Harper's report is a fifteen-claim property 
adjoining the Copper Reef property on the latter's 
northern boundary. They are in the process of being 
acquired by Copper Reef.

George G. Elliott 
Managing Director
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April 23rd, 1963.

Officers and Directors, 
Copper Reef Mines Limited, 
Suite &LO, 372 Bay Street, 
Toronto, Ontario.

Gentlemen:
PROGRESS REPORT

The assay results for drill holes 63-3, 63-4, 63-5 and 63-7 have been 
received and are recorded in detail on the enclosed drill logs. There 
is a strong tendency for the copper mineralization to be concentrated 
in two horizons separated by some 15 feet of rock carrying very little 
chalcopyrite. Also, of the two horizons, the lov/er one seems to have 
the better grade. The best assay results are summarized in the fo.l3ow 
ing table:

Drill Hole 

63-3 

63-4 

63-5

Upper Horizon 

2.0* @ 0.815& Cu. 

2.5' @ 0.48# Cu.

Lower Horizon 

1.6* Q 1 .6855 Cu. 

7.0' @ Q .22% Cu.
not present 10.0' @ 0.76# Cu.

Since my last Progress Report, drill holes 63-7, 63-8, 63-9 and 63-10 
have been completed but not assayed. Hole 63-7 collared in Diorite and 
was abandoned. Hole 63-8 cut 16' of Limestone and 8' of Conglomerate 
before entering the Diorite where it was bottomed. Hole 63-9 inter 
sected 34 feet of Bruce Limestone from which three samples were cut. 
Hole 63-10 collared in Diorite after penetrating 37 feet of overburden 
and was abandoned.
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All of the drill holes have been geigered and tested with a mineralight 
without any significant response. Triboluminescence is present in 
holes 63-1, 63-3, 63-4, 63-5 and 63-6; the latter showing some 60 feet 
of Tribolurainescent material. The Triboluminescence seems to be an 
indication of the close proximity of E-W diabase dikes and the copper 
mineralization is weakest in this environment. A spectrograph!c analysis 
of strongly Tribolurainescent material from hole 63-6 shows no significant 
amounts of any valuable metal.

Drill hole 63-11 is now in progress. It is the most westerly hole 
collared to date. When I left the property it had penetrated about 
50 feet of Bruce Limestone and was just entering the zone of the favour 
able copper-bearing horizons. The hole was caving and required cement 
ing. The appearance of the last 15" of core is typical of the favourable 
zone. It is spotted with small nodules of Chlorite and shows small 
amounts of Chalcopyrite and Pyrite. This hole will be a relatively deep 
test. The favourable portion of the Bioice Limestone should occur between 
50* and 100*. The hole will penetrate all of the Bruce Conglomerate to 
test the upper beds of the ?4issisBagi Quartzite formation which was found 
to carry Chalcopyrite in specific beds two miles to the south on the 
Copper Reef property.

The base line has been extended three claim lengths to the North and 
E-W picket lines are being cut to provide control for drill testing on 
the newly acquired Montgomery property. This task should be completed 
this week.

Drill holes 63-12, 63-13, 63-14 and 63-15 have been spotted. All of 
these holes lie on the West side of the Cobden River and cover a N-S 
length of 600*.

Respectfully submitted,

(signed) "H. G. HARPER"

H. Grant Harper, P. Eng., 
Economic Geologist
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The Company wishes to inform its shareholders that arrangements hr.ve been com 
pleted to secure the fifteen claim Hall-Montgomery property adjoining our 
presently held mining claims on the North, in the Iron Bridge Copper Area.

Negotiations to acquire these claims were undertaken on the udvice of our 
Consulting Geologist, who foresaw their value to us as the underground picture 
in the North end of our property began to be clarified from observations of 
drill cores from t ^ first six or seven holes in t h* initial shallow drill 
program.

Mr. H. Grant Harper, P.Eng,, has furnished us with a comprehensive report on 
this new six hundred acre bloc. A copy of this report may be obtained by 
shareholders on request. You may write to the Company's executive officos 
to obtain same.

For the past two weeks or so, linecutters have been laying out a detailed 
grid pattern from the North of our original property onto the Eastern part 
of the new claims. This grid is now completed and in due course the drill 
machine will be moved North and commence drilling on the new claims.

Of necessity these new holes, together with the ones in the current phase 
of the program now drilling West of Cobden River, will be more widely spaced 
and much deeper than the first series of holes near the Diorite intrusive, 
which being on the updip slope of the sediments were only intended to probe 
to shallow depth;., 100 feet or so, to provide essential geological informa 
tion on which a deeper drill test could be planned.

As drill holes from now on will require a much larger footage, as well as 
substantially more time between moves, it will take a much longer time in 
the field to evaluate the results, Consequently the intervals between 
Progress Reports to shareholders during May and June will be of longer duration, 
anywhere from two weeks to two weeks and a half.

It is hoped shareholders will recognize and understand the physical obstacles 
facing the drill crew and our engineering staff in the field and will not be 
unduly concerned should two or three weeks go by without a Progress Report 
being issued.

Mr. Harper returned to the property today to check on the latest drilling
and we anticipate his return before the midrf.a of the month. As soon as
our next Report is prepared and available, it will of course, be forwarded.

COPPER REEF MINES LIMITED
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EXPLORATION PROGRESS
In the late Summer of 1962, Itridgeland 
Explorations Limited, the Vendors of the 
majority of the mineral claims to the Copper 
Reef Company, put down four shallow vertical 
diamond drill holes in the Northern section 
of the property, in the vicinity of the area 
where high-grade copper was discovered by 
their prospectors in an altered Limestone 
formation. These holes proved that the copper 
mineralization was formed in the bedding 
planes of the formation and although the 
overall values over mining heights did not 
reach commercial stature it was shown that 
the mineralization was embedded over vertical 
heights of over thirty-five feet. It was also 
proven that high-grade copper (based on 
acceptable values for sedimentary structures) 
existed in at least one hole, although this inter 
section was a few feet short of the minimum 
height required for practical mining.

The results "f this preliminary investigation 
justified P detailed diamond drill investigation 
"ver mi established "grid" pattern mainly for

the purpose of securing underground struc 
tural and geological information. This pro 
gram has now been started by Copper Reef 
Mines Limited. Incidental to the main purpose 
of the program now under way, which will 
require approximately twenty-five shallow to 
medium drill holes to complete, the results 
already secured definitely indicate the exist 
ence of two copper-bearing beds, separated 
by some fifteen to twenty feet of rock. This 
section of the property comprises a very 
minute part of the twenty-five hundred acre 
holdings of Copper Reef Mines.
The drill program is now broadening and 
stepping out to the North-west with more 
widely separated and much deeper vertical 
drill holes, l i is hoped that when this phase 
of the initiid five thousand foot drill progra;n 
is completed, the Company will be in a posi 
tion to correlate the results into an assessment 
of the economic potential within this small 
section of its large property.
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WIDE RANGING COPPER "FINDS"
The land area wilhin the Copper Reef prop 
erty boundaries comprises some one hundred 
million s(|U!irc fret. Over 80 f,/ of Iliis nreii 
is occupied by the Huronian sedimentary roek 
structures, in totiil lielieved to he about four 
thousand feet or so in thickness. The detnileil 
diamond drilling on a "trrid" [cittern per 
formed to date (May 1st, 1!l!):i) occupies HI) 
arefi of approximately one hundred thousand 
square feet. These footajre fijriircs are pub 
lished to indicate tlint only mi infmctcsimal 
part of t)ie lartre Copper Reef Iron Hridjre 
property has to date lieen explored by drilling.
From this limited decree of drilling certain 
facts concerninpr tin- property have emerged 
that surest the operation may nt an early 
date t'row from what is ordinarily classed as 
a "Mining Prospect" to that wbieb could be 
regarded as beinj: in A more promising staffe 
nf exploration.
(H) The drilling to date has proved that two 

separate copper "beds" ha\,- been inter 
sected in the majority of the holes drilled.

fb)The drilling has proved that copper min 
eralization has been deposited in Jhe vicin 
ity of some of the holes that would pirmit 
a sufficient heijrht for men to work under 
ground IN roppEU P. KA HINT; ROCK

fe) The drilling; has proved that certain sec 
tion* of this drilled area contain "beds" 
of copper that approach and in some in 
stances exceed acceptable ore ^radc for 
mining in a sedimentary environment.

(d) The drilling has proved that some holes 
intersected magnetic (iron formation "l and 
where these occur tile eopo.-r values tend

to be of low irrado, lU'T IX AREAS HE- 
MOVED A SHORT DISTANCE FROM 
THE MAGNETITE INTERSECTIONS, 
THE COPPER VALUES TEND TO IN 
CREASE.
This fact relates lo the significance of a 
L'cophysical magnetometer survey th.it was 
conducted over the property in the enntaet 
area between the diorite intriMvc ami the 
sedimentary rocks. One mnirnetie ni)"maly 
ivas outlined in the area of the initial holes 
in the current drill program from which 
the above conclusions uere determined.
Five additional magnetic anomalies were 
revealed in the isophysical survey over a 
strike lenfrth rjf nearly two miles southerly. 
It is inferred from the result-, of the initial 
drilliuir in the area of the first uuiL'tictic 
anomaly this may bc H ^aide to future 
drillint; around the frinires of the remain- 
inj; five anomalies, at least one (if which is 
known to be positioned in a section of the 
property where surface discoveries of 
copper have been reported

(el The cupper mineralization is of tin- true 
"bedded" type That is. the ininerali/ation 
h';s been laid down in the sedimentary 
limestone lavrr upon layer. This prrsup- 
pose' that the "beds" of copper contain
the possibility of I'.UIifillL' over \viile d:
mentions AS' is THE SITUATION IN 
OTHER SECTION'S OF THE rol'PEII
pRoDTcixc WORLD WHERE COM
MERCIAL PRODUCTION IS I'.EINd 
SECURED FROM SEDIMEXTAR V 
ROCK STRUCTURES.



COPPER IN THE IRON BRIDGE AREA
A reference to the property location map 
reproduced below will indicate t lie general 
nreas of surface copper discoveries mode in 
1%'J. Those shown within the diorite-sedimcn- 
tary contact nre discoveries in n sedinientnry 
rock environment. The others shown nre in 
quart/ vein systems and may provide a marker 
for deep drilling tests into the limestone strata, 
which in believed to lie many hundreds of 
feet below surface in the vicinity of the quart/, 
veins.
One of the intriguing aspects of copper depo 
sition within the confines of the diorite in 
trusive ring surrounding the Parkinson Uplift. 
is the complete absence of wide quartz veining 
in areas where (lie copper has been intersected

underground by the diamond drills.
Copper in quartz veins has been known and 
investigated for over one hundred years along 
lin' Huronian N'tirth Shore Area, hut with one 
exception. I'nice Mines-, a few miles to the 
west, no commercially profitable production 
nf any stature has been achieved from quart/ 
vein systems. The frequency of copper in 
quartz veins, .some of which is known to range 
up to nearly Wfc, surrounding the Parkinson 
Triangular Uplift Area, may actually be the 
smoke of fires within the Basin proper which 
suggests that somewhere within this cross- 
folded synclinal basin there may he n massive 
ore structure. The potential prize to he gained 
could justify the exploration risk involved.

SLefch Map shoving locaHon df
COPPEe
2S2O ACRE PBOPEETY
IRON RKIDOt COPPRg. AREA
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THE NEW CONCEPT OF 
COPPER SEARCH IN ONTARIO
l-ntil the discovery and investigation of the copper 
deposits in the (iiispc Peninsula of tin- Province of 
Quebec, wliicli arc now in production under Ilic nejris 
of the jriviit Xornndii Mining complex, the search for 
copper throughout Canada was almost exclusively 
eonlincd to investigation of intrusive deposits in the 
Greenstone formations of the Precambrian Shield.
In Ontario, prior to the revelation of the sedimentary 
structure in the Iron Undue Area, only one instance 
"f copper mineralization in the sediments had been 
reported. Mint Iteinj.' an occurrence in Tarbutt Town 
ship, near Sault Ste. Marie. Ontario. Diamond drilling
• if this oeeiirrcnce by the Kenneo Corporation (Cann- 
iliiin subsidiary of the Kcnnecott Copper Corporation, 
l' S.A.i indicated extensive chalcopyrite (copper ore)
• pyrite beds "f mineralization, rankin;: fn in ten to 
iv.'iiu feet in thickness in the Lorrain l-'ormalion, n

• linn ' /\\i' s trata above the limestone formation, tint
•,\ i i.-h ni,-]; type has not as yet been rerojinizcd in the 
l'.d kins,m I'plil'l .\rea. The mineralization in Tarbult 
i' v. nsliip only urailed about O.'iffJ'. copper, a 1on(j 
.' ' 'Yum beiiiL' eomniercial, even for a sedimentary
! \ i"' -trill 1

Wi'l tin 1 i .-ah/at urn ili,ii a sedimentary environment 
' \i-— in"', in an i-\!reincly aceessnble area of Ontario 
;i i 1 i-, known to i-oniain copper-heannt: mineralized 
in-.K of iiitri^unii; jispeet. the production records of 
sr.!i,. i.; the world's L: fen lest cupper mining' oru'ani/a- 
i; e- in,lie.Me that an nndi'i u'toimd search for copper 
,:, l ..-its in lliesi' sediments could bc exceptionally 
re.Minlni'..' provided l h at a tonnage potential of a jrrndi1
•.1 *i\|.Y ABOITOXK AND OXIC QCAKTKU PKK- 
i 'K\T i OPPKH eoidd be established by a proper type 
n!' .'Mill oiled exploration program
AN -in null.-iit inn nf the rewards attendant to the 
in iiiiej and i indue) ion of low e/rade copper ores 
i-, r', i n--- is ihreeted to the experience am) records
• •f tin- Craieiii.in! Copper Mine in British Colnmbin, 
\\iii. li i-, currently producing copper coneenirates from 
:i ',-r.ide of from l.S'J',! to (i maximum of 'J .OS'{i nt
•in- rale of -1,701) tons of ore daily. Cnii'/innnt is a 
[in li'.'dde prodiieer from low (iradc copper ores.
An additional reference could be directed to the (iaape

"Drilling D.D.IInlt #6.1-2 at Copper Keef whrrr, 
tupper iras intersected."

Copper Mines of Kastern (Quebec la seilimenlary 
copper environment) which is milling approximately 
7;!(K) tons of ore daily ^radini; from l .-411'r to l.."iS',i 
copper. Another example is the White Pines Mine nf 
Northern Michigan, also a sedimentary environment, 
an integrated mining, milling nml smellini: operation, 
handling 10,000 tons daily from n mill-head tirade of 
l .1 ' i eopper ore.
Anotli'-r ITi.lKMI Ion daily producer is the Mission Mine 
of the American Smelling and Uctininu Corporation 
in Arizona, l'.S.A., where n profitable j.r rndc of copper 
is only 0.8'ir; . Nearer home, in Ontario. Violamac's 
Knmkotia Copper Mines is reporting snbstantial earn 
ings at n daily jirodnction rate of approximately 1.000 
tons of ore (rrndinu 1.78" copper.

and
The recently revealed Hio Al(rom-Newmont-Ameriean 
Metnls new copper ilevelopireiit in South Afri.-a, vliieh 
is expected to mine about several thousand tons daily 
of n copper trrnde avcra^in^ only 0.70'! .
These examples demonstrate that unlike intrusive 
greenstone copper deposits, which due to their limita 
tions in size require a iniicli higher e-rade of copper ore 
lobe profitable, bedded copper deposit-i from low yrade 
sedimentary ori-s contain the possibility of profitable 
production, provided substantial tonnages can be 
determined by drilling, .lust twenty miles or -o lo the 
east of the Iron Bridge Copper Area, experience in 
uranium mining in the lOlliolt Lake area 1ms proven 
that n Inr^'e measure i,f the bedded low-^rade ore 
deposits in that district supported profitable produc 
tion.
There is still another facet of t lie Copper Keef opera 
tion to which attention should be directed. Reference 
to tin 1 coloured map appearing on the inside of this 
brochure reveals that the Huronian llrucc Scries of 
sedimentary rocks outlines the edu'es of the basins 
from which uranium production has been secured. 
Below the Bruce series is the Lower Missisnci (Quartzite 
series of rocks. Near the base of this formation con 
glomerate beds liaxe produced a very lan/i- r|U.intity 
of the world supply of uranium metal. The Missis^:.'! 
i|iiai'tx.ite has been mapped as underlying the I'.rn 
series rf sediments within the Parkinson I'pl f' a'.'.'i 
It is certain that this formation will iinderly the Briiee 
M'lliments v ; thin the tripper l\ee| property lioninla- 
nes" Whether or not the. contain pebble edii'diiiiierale 
licils of iii-nnium is to-day a matter of conjei turo The 
fiirt remains howe\'cr thai the potential ne,ir f itniv 
demand tor nuclear |IO\MT. uliliziiiv.' low prmiuclioii 
eost Canailiaii l r.iiiiiini i^ daily VTOUIIIL; t-, be nmr- 
of a eellaillty l 'radium fuel uill niidi'lliablv in -.nlil 
on ii Very enmpelitlVe basis l) is eerlfii'i III.l! th.' 
lo\\ msl ('aiiailiMii l lannim prodiners will in- com 
petitive in fnllillint; this cominjj world demand.
Should Copper He, f Mines be successful in delinentiiv.' 
n snbsiaiilial source ol low jirade copper ore. Mie 
objectix'c of the present exploration program, and 
then bc fortnnale enough to reveal uranium bearing' 
beds D) the base of l he sedimentary rod; complex, 
it a tiit'irc decision is made to iiiNeMivatc Ibesc. it 
would then seem ipiilc ei.sy to recognize the stature 
that could ultimately bc achieved by this Minium 
('ompnny.



ONE OF THE WORLD'S 
GREAT MINERAL BELTS
There arc iiuiny great mineral "hells" or areas 
throughout the world today producing huge (|i)aiitities 
of the base metals upon \vhich much of the national 
furl lines of nations depends. Easily recognizable to 
almost any student of minerals and metals arc the 
hiiL'e porphyry type copper deposits of lin- im.iili- 
wiv-tern I'nitcd States, the Ion;: string of mine* in 
l he Andes mountains of Chile, the Ural Mountains 
mineral belt of Western Russia, the one hundred and 
twenty-five mile stretch of producing copper mines 
in Northern Rodesia and the Congo, and last, but 
certainly not least, the four hundred mile long series 
of sedimentary rocks stretching from the base of 
Kewc.'iiaw Peninsula in .Northern Michigan Easterly 
lo the world famous Sudbury Basin of Northern 
Ontario.

"Drilling a vertical hole on the Copper It re f prop- 
irty where, a 30 foot intertection of copper rtduei 
wirt tfcurcd."

Of all the world's famous mineral areas, t ho Michigan- 
Ilnroniaii-Smlhury belt is the must intri^nin^ from 
an exploration stinulpoint. At the extreme Western 
end of the bell a major part of I'nited States copper 
production lias been secured and even to-day prolific 
copper production is being secured from the sedimen 
tary rock stratas a few miles South of Lake Superior.
At the Kastern end Ihe name Sudbury is synonomous 
with large scale copper and nickel production and 
just a hundred miles or so West of Sudbury Ihe Blind 
River district has gained renown ns probably the most 
prolific uranium area in the entire world.
A new mineral area is just now coming into being, 
a score or so miles Wes! (if Hlind River, and one more 
over, due to the nature of the copper discoveries that 
have been made here during the past year, possesses 
the geological and structural requirements thai could 
conceivably project this section of the Huronian Min 
eral Belt into the stature and prominence to-day 
enjoyed by its proven neighbours.
This District has become known as the IRON BR1DOE 
COPPER AREA. It contained wilhin its environs the 
last known minerali/cd geological structure of the 
North Shore Huronian Area remaining unmapped 
by any (iovcrnnicntal Aireney. It v\as nut until the 
(ieological Survey of Canada published the results 
of their investigation of this previously unmapped 
area in Ihe late Winter of l!)(!l-l!Mi'J, that the similar 
ity of the rock structures underlying this section lo 
those of the Congo and Northern Rhodesia was re- 
vcaleil.
One of the firM Companies to recogni/.c Ihe potential 
of the Iron Bridge area WHS -i Toronto based private 
prospecting ('riraiii/jilicn. I'rnlgcland Explorations
Luniteii. l 'l nU'i'lc'iinl Hnjiirill,, i riv ci'liimenrrd stitkillL'
claims ami during the open season of last ye-ir in-ti-
tilted ailil enliilueted ,i prospecting and llet.lileil
mapping program. eo\'ering some twenty square mile-, 
of the Parkinson I'plift urea, about live miles North 
of Ihe Village of Iron Bridge. Wide raniim/ siirffie.' 
discoveries of cupper were made in 'he sedimentary 
rocks ant! some 1.1 tli, si' were of Mirh a hi-.'li grade 
niiliire that they arc believed to constitute the very 
lir.st ecniioinii'iilly important cnp|ier discoveries, known 
in an Ontario precambrian sedimentary environment
Realizing that a large scale diamond drilling program 
would provide the best, if not Ihe only method ,,f 
assessing the overull economic potential of the Parkin 
son I'plift Area, Bridgelsnd combined the claims on 
which the best copper discoveries had been made into 
a public company in order that the Oiilario Specu 
lating Public could be invited to participate in this 
new concept in Copper Exploration.
To-day this public company, COPPER REEF MINES 
LIMITED, is in action. It is currently diamond 
drilling over a detailed grid pattern searching for 
"Cross-folded" structures within its r y four 
square miles of holdings, where minerali/cd copper 
solutions, now known to exist underground in certain 
areas of this properly, could have been concentrated 
into mineable orcbodies of economic import.
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COPPER REEF MINES LIMITED 

PROSPECTUS

Statutory information given pursuant to 
The Securities Act (Ontario) as filed 
with the Ontario Securities Commission

1.

2.

3.

5.

6.

7.

The Head Office of Copper Reef Mines Limited (hereinbelow referred 
to as "Copper Reef") is situated in the City of Toronto (160 Bay 
Street) in the County of York in the Province of Ontario.

Copper Reef was incorporated by Letters Patent dated October 
lith, 1962, issued under the authority of The Corporations Act 
of Ontario.

The names in full, present occupation, and home addresses in full 
of the officers, directors and promoters are as follows:

officers and 
Directors

President and 
Director

Vice-President 
and Director

Secretary-Treasurer 
and Director

Director

Director

Assistant 
Secretary

Promoter:

Names and 
Occupations

Frederick John Haynes 
Insurance Agent

Frank Mills 
Geophysical Operator

Edward Henry Clark 
Public Accountant

George Raymond Harris 
Securities Salesman

Jame?; David Ince 
Broker-Dealer

George Joseph Sibley 
Public Accountant

Home Addresses

98 Forest Heights 
Toronto, Ontario

10 Twin Pauls Crescent 
Scarborough, Ontario

98 Vaughan Road 
Toronto, Ontario

41 Briar Hill Ave. 
Toronto, Ontario

7 Walmsley Blvd., 
Toronto, Ontario

320 Sunnyside Ave., 
Toronto, Ontario

Bridgeland Explorations Limited, Suite 810, 372 Bay 
Street, Toronto l, Ontario.

The auditor of the Company is Mr. T. H. Bernholtz, C.A., 57 Queen 
Street West, Toronto l, Ontario.

The Guaranty Trust Company of Canada, 366 Bay Street, Toronto, 
Ontario, is the Registrar and Transfer Agent of Copper Reef.

The authorized share capital of Copper Reef consists of Three 
Million shares without par value, of which 730,005 have been 
issued as fully paid shares.

Copper Reef has not created or issued any bonds or debenture stock, 
and does not propose to do so.
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8. 657,000 of the said issued shares have been deposited by the holders 
thereof in escrow with the Guaranty Trust Company of Canada at its 
office at 366 Bay Street, Toronto, subject to release pro rata to 
the registered holders thereof from time to time only upon the 
written consent of the Ontario Securities Commission and of the 
Board of Directors of Copper Reef. There is no other agreement 
or proposed plan of release from escrow. The said shares are also 
held thus in escrow subject to transfer or other alienation or 
dealing within the said escrow arrangement only with the written 
consent of the said Commission.

9. Five shares have been sold for cash to date at $1.00 per share, 
and no commissions were paid upon the sale of these shares.

10. No other securities have been sold for cash.

11. Copper Reef has not issued and will not issue any shares or pay any
cash to any promoter for promotional services as such; but Bridgeland 
Explorations Limited will receive, as vendor of properties to the 
Company, the share and cash consideration described in paragraph 
12 hereinbelow.

12. (i) By agreement dated the 17th day of October, 1962, Copper 
Reef acquired by transfer from Bridgeland Explorations Limited 
the following 40 unpatented mining claims and tht: following assign 
ment of option rights to purchase patented mi ne r e. l rights, namely:

Mining Claims SSM-62463 to SSM-6247B (both numbers inclusive) 

11 " SSM-62935 to SSM-62946 (both numbers inclusive) 

" " SSM-62919 to SSM-62924 (both numbers inclusive) 

11 " SSM-62933 and SSM-62934 

" " SSM-62947 to SSM-62950 (both numbers inclusive)

all of which are located in the Townships of Patton and Montgomery, 
Algoma District, Ontario.

An assignment of an option to purchase the mineral rights in and to 
the north half of Lot 12 in the 6th Concession of the Township of 
Patton, containing approximately 160 acres, for the price of 5J52,000. 
The said option is exercisable at any time until, and including the 
24th day of December, 1963, for the said $2,000.

The consideration paid by Copper Reef for the said 40 mining 

claims and the said assignment of option rights is ^85,975.#0, to 

be satisfied by the issuance of 730,000 fully paid shares without 

par value of Copper Reef, and the sum of $12,975.80 (which sum 

the vendor has expended in exploration work on the said 40 mining
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claims in the year 1962, and which is to be satisfied by the issuance 

of 129,753 shares).

(ii) The vendor of the said properties is Bridgeland Explorations 

Limited, whose address is Suite 810, 372 Bay Street, Toronto, 

(iii) The names and addresses in full of every person or company 

who has received or is to receive a greater than 5 percent interest 

in the said vendor shares or other consideration received by the 

vendor and who hold a greater than 5 percent interest in the issued 

shares of said Bridgeland Explorations Limited are as follows:

George Gardner Elliott, 
9 Alderton Court, 
Islington, Ontario

Leo George Lamothe, 
Algoma Mills, Ontario

Charles H. Schriver,
R. R. //l,
York, Pa., U.S.A.

13. For particulars relating to:

(i) the means of access to the Company's said properties, 

(ii) {There has been no underground exploration and development 

and there is no underground plant or equipment on the property.) 

{iii) the character, extent and condition of any surface explor 

ation and development (t-; ere is no surface plant and equipment).

reference is made to the report of A. C. A. Howe, P.Eng., dated 

October 22nd, 1962, copy of which forms part of this prospectus. 

The work performed to date was done by the vendor company, not by 

the present management.

14. No agreement in the nature of an underwriting and/or option or 

assijnment relating to any of the issued or unissued capital 

stock of the Company exists or is presently proposed; but if
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any such agreements are in future made by the Company, an ap 

propriate amendment to this prospectus will be filed within 20 

days thereafter. The Company proposes to sell its treasury shares 

through registered security dealers on terms whereby the Company 

will pay such dealers a commission not- exceeding 25 percent of 

the proceeds of the sales of such shares to the public plus an 

allowance (not exceeding 15 percent) in respect of their expenses 

in distributing such shares. If during the period of primary 

distribution there be an open public market for shares of the 

Company then the Company will offer and sell its shares through 

such market upon payment of brokerage at the usual rates charged 

by members of the Toronto Stock Exchange respecting mining company 

shares. Not less than 10 cents a share will be paid into the 

treasury of the Company.

15. The Company proposes to spend the proceeds from the current sales

of its shares on exploring and devolopirg the said mining properties 

in the Townships of Patton and Montgomery in accordance with the 

recommendations contained in the saiJ report of A.C.A. Howe, P.^ng., 

and for general operating expenses.

16. The estimated amounts of preliminary expenses are as follows: 

Administrative expenses: $5,000.00 

Development expenses: $30,000.00

l?. The Company does not intend to create or assume any indebtedness 

not shown on the Balance Sheet as at October 29th, 1962, which is 

filed with the Ontario Securities Commission and accompanies this 

prospectus.

18. (i) The following particulars apply to the directors and officers 

of the Company during the past three years:
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?lv:; FREDERICK JOHN HAYNES, President and director, is and has been 

S/- an insurance agent in business for himself as Fred J. Haynes#*\.- - ' '
f.; -t ' :

^1 Insurance, BO Richmond Street West, Toronto, Ontario.

FRANK MILLS, Vice-President and director, is a geophysical operator, 

and has been a partner of the Wagner-Mills Geophysical Engineers 

for more than the past three years.

EDWARD HENRY CLARK, Secretary-Treasurer and director, is a public 

accountant, and has been in business for himself at 6? Yonge 

Street, Toronto, Ontario, for more than the past three years. 

GEORGE RAYMOND HARRIS, director, has been employed as a securities 

salesman by H. M. Chisholm and Company Limited, Toronto, Ontario, 

for more than the past three years.

JAMES DAVID INCE, director, is a broker-dealer, and has been 

President of Martell Investment Corporation Limited for the past 

2 3/4 years; and before that was director and trading officer 

for Gordon-Daly Corporation Limited.

GEORGE JOSEPH SIBLEY, Assistant Secretary, is a public- accountant 

and has been in business fer himself at 160 Bay Street, Toronto, 

Ontario, for the last three years.

(ii) None of the directors or officers of the Company is inter 

ested directly or indirectly or as a partner in a firm in any of 

the properties acquired or to be acquired by the Company, except 

Edward Henry Clark, above-named, who is Secretary-Treasurer of 

Bridgeland Explorations Limited, and except Frank Mills, above- 

named, who is a shareholder of Bridgeland Explorations Limited, 

(iii) No remuneration will be paid to any director during the 

current financial year except that each director will be paid a 

fee of $25 for each meeting of the Board which he attends, and his



19.
20.

21.

22.

i expenses, if any; and no remuneration will be paid to any officer -- ; 

during said period except that Edward Henry Clark will be paid an ' 

annual salary not exceeding fcL,300 and expenses, if any, for his 

services as Secretary-Treasurer; and George Joseph Sibley will be 

paid a reasonable amount for part-time secretarial and management 

services estimated not to exceed $300. 

The Company has paid no dividends.

Bridgeland Explorations Limited, above-named, is in a position 

to elect or cause to be elected a majority of the directors of 

the Company.

Vendors' shares may be offered for sale as and when they are 

released from escrow together with any free shares; but the proceeds 

from the sale of such released escrow shares will not accrue to the 

Company. There is no arrangement for the sale of vendors' shares. 

The foregoing constitutes full, true and plain disclosure of all 

material facts in respect of the offering of securities referred 

to above, as required under oection 3# of The Securities Act 

(Ontario), and there is no furth&r material information applicable 

other than in the financial statements or reports where required.
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DATED at Toronto, Ontario, this 23rd day of November, 1962.

Bridgeland Explorations
Limited 

PROMOTER

Per: "E. H. Clark"

E. H. Clark 
Secretary

"Frederick John Haynes"

Frederick John Haynes 
President and Director

"Frank Mills"

Frank Mills
Vice-president and Director

"George Raymond Harris"

George Raymond Harris 
Director

"James David Ince"

James David Ince 
Director

"Edward Henry Clark"

Edward Henry Clark 
Secretary-Treasurer 
and Director

r '^'", -* "l
k.1 ,J.5l *
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SUMMARY OF A REPORT DATED OCTOBER 22ND, 1962 BY 
A.C.A. HOWE, P.ENO., ON THE PROPERTY OF COPPER REEF 
MINES LIMITED, BEING CLAIMS NOS. S.S.M. 62463 TO 
S.S.M. 62V78 INCL.j S.S.M. 62935 TO S.S.M. 62946 
INCL.; S.S.M. 62919 TO S.S.M. 62924 INCL.j S.S.M. 
62933 fc S.S.M. 62934; S.S.M. 6294? TO S.S.M. 62950 
INCL.; AND NORTH ONE-HALF OF LOT TWELVE, CONCESSION 
SIX, TOWNSHIP OF PATTON (MINERAL RIGHTS ONLY), 
SAULT STE. MARIE MINING DIVISION, ONTARIO.

1. On this property to date it has been shown that copper 
mineralization occurs in three separate areas, one of 
which is extensive.

2. The copper mineralization occurs in two of these areas
along bedding planes and evidently is of the replacement 
type. These occurrences are located in the Limestone of 
the Bruce series of sediments and the character of the 
host rock provides the expectation that the mineralization 
could spread over wide areas.

3. Copper mineralization of ore grade has been found in
quartzite at the lower end of this property. It may be 
that this quartzite 'float* is frost heaved, originating 
lower down in the stratigraphic sequence.

4. The property is readily accessible. It can tap, if
required, nearby electric power sources and the supply of 
skilled mine labour in nearby settled communities is to 
day in surplus.

5. As the copper production in Northern Rhodeaia is derived 
from late precambrian sediments, whose stratigraphy con 
sists mainly of quartzites, shales, limestone, arkose, 
greywacke, conglomerate, etc., these rock types of the 
Bruce Series underlying this property present exploration 
targets of rather intriguing aspect.

6. Cross-folding of structures within the synclinal basin is 
evident. It is in cross-folded structures that many of 
tne world's prolific mineral deposits are located. This 
property lies well within the synclinal basin covered by 
the cross-folding.

7. Previous exploration, including that on adjacent claims, 
indicates that much useful information, and possibly 
clues to the underground location of folds that might 
conr.ain mineral concentrations, may be derived from the 
modest expenditure recommended.

.•V*
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Properties held by COPPER REEF MINES LIMITED
in Patton and Montgomery Townships, 

Sault Ste. Marie Mining Division, Ontario

by 

A. C. A. HOWE, P.Eng.

PROPERTY
The property consists of a contiguous group of forty unpatented 
mineral claims in Montgomery i nd Patton Townships, and the min 
eral rights covering a one hundred and sixty acre block of pat 
ented ground in Patton Township, which latter is held by the 
Company under an option to purchase these rights for the sum of 
Two Thousand dollars, on or before December 24th, 1963. The un 
patented claims are numbered S. S. M. 62463 to S. S. M. 62478 incl., 
S.S.M. 62935 to S. S. M. 62946 incl., S. S. M. 62919 to S. S. M. 62924 
incl., S.S.M. 62947 to S.S.M. 62950 incl., and S.S.M. 62933 and 
S.S.M. 62934. The patented land covers the North one-half of 
Lot 12 in the Sixth Concession of Patton Township.

The property group measures approximately three miles north to 
south and approximately one mile east to west. The area covered 
is about seventeen hundred and sixty acres, more or less.

LOCATION fr MEANS OF ACCESS

The property is located in the south-west corner of Montgomery 
Township and the north-west corner of Patton Township, Sault 
Ste. Marie Mining Division, Ontario. It can be reached by an 
all-weather gravelled township road running north from the 
Village of Iron Bridge for a distance of approximately five 
miles. Iron Bridge is located on Provincial Highway No. 17, 
about sixty miles east of Sault Ste. Marie. Dean Lake Station, 
the nearest rail point, is about two miles south-east of Iron 
Bridge on the Sudbury-Sault Ste. Marie Branch Line of the Can 
adian Pacific Railway. Float or ski-equipped aircraft can land 
on Corbold Lake in Montgomery Township, from which point a 
tractor road runs west to the property and through it in a 
southerly direction to connect up with the township road re- 
f erred to herein.

TOPOGRAPHY, WATER, FUEL fr POWER

Most of the eastern one-quarter of the claim group is occupied 
by a ridge rising generally between about one hundred and one 
hundred and fifty feet above the surrounding terrain. The 
remainder of the property is generally flat lying, with a gentle 
roll and slope to the west. Water supplier for diamond drilling
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and other purposes are plentiful, from small creeks and swamp 
areas and from the Cobden River, which flows south-westerly from 
Corbold Lake through a good part of the west side of the property.

While the area has been extensively cut over by timber operators, 
there still remains a large supply of hardwood and spruce trees 
on the property, some stands containing timbers of two feet or 
more in diameter. Wood fuel supplies are ample.

Hydro-electric power, from a source developed at Red Rock Falls 
on the Mississagi River is available to service the property, 
the transmission line from the generating station passing less 
than three miles south-west of the claim group. For the present, 
power sources will have to be developed from diesel or gas driven 
equipment.

HISTORY

According to records placed at the writer's disposal and from his 
previous knowledge of the area derived from two previous visits 
and examinations of other properties in the immediate area, it 
is known that extensive exploration operations have been carried 
out, not only on the property under reference, but throughout the 
northern part of Parkinson Township, adjoining Montgomery Town 
ship on the West, during the Spring and Summer of this year. 
Parkinson and Montgomery Townships have, in the past, been the 
scene of much exploration, including diamond drilling, on copper 
showings in quartz veins, but there are no records available of 
any exploration operations on the claims under reference, although 
practically the whole of these two Townships were staked out dur 
ing the uranium rush into the Blind River Area in the middle f50's.

Early in 1962, following the publication of Preliminary Map 6-1961 
and marginal notes by M.J. Frarey, by the Geological Survey of 
Canada, a Toronto-based claims-staking contractor, George G. Elliott, 
staked out the northern sixteen claims of the property group for 
a Prospecting Grubstake, following which he and his employees 
subsequently staked out twenty-four additional claims adjoining 
the original group on the south. These forty claims were acquired 
in June of this year by Bridgeland Explorations Limited, a pri 
vate company, and on June 24th, 1962, Elliott secured an eighteen 
months' option on the mineral rights covering the north one-half 
of Lot 12 in the 6th Concession of Patton Township from the land 
owner, which option was subsequently assigned to Bridgeland. 
Bridgeland has now conveyed all the unpatented claims and the 
option on the mineral rights to Copper Reef Mines Limited.

While some preliminary prospecting, base line cutting and pre 
liminary mapping was conducted by Elliott and his employees in 
April and May of this year, it was not until the month of July 
that intensive exploration was undertaken by Bridgeland. This 
program progressed continuously until September of this year

-,. O A .
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and consisted of general prospecting, detailed geological mapping 
on grid lines at 400* intervals and a geophysical survey on grid 
lines of 200' and 400* apart on most of the property lying to the 
west of the ridge previously described under the heading of Topo 
graphy. According to Bridgeland records, which have been made 
available to me, it would appear that the man's days* time devoted 
to these two latter types of exploration will be sufficient to 
record one full year's assessment work on the unpatented portion 
of the claim group.

The writer has examined the titles to the unpatented claims and 
the option documents concerning the patented lands, containing a 
'caution' registered in the Land Titles Office at Sault Ste. 
Marie, Ont., and is satisfied that the Company has a good title 
to the property under reference and that it is in good standing 
at the present time.

GENERAL GEOLOGY

The geology of the Parkinson-Montgomery-Patton-Gladstone Town 
ships Area, referred to in O.D.M. Map 2012 as the Iron Bridge 
area, is described in Map 6-1961, Wakwekobi Lake, published by 
the Geological Survey of Canada. This map indicates that the 
area is underlain by Huronian Sediments and volcanic rocks and 
younger intrusions. The oldest of these sediments has been 
called the Mississagi formation, which consists mainly of white 
to grey-weathering feldspathic quartzites. The Mississagi for 
mation overlies Archaean amphibolites and granites which, how 
ever, are not exposed at surface on this property.

The Mississagi Sediments are overlain by Bruce Conglomerates, 
which consist of pebbles and boulders of grey granite in a 
matrix of dark grey greywacke. This is covered by the Bruce 
Limestone, which is made up of thin grey limestone beds commonly 
inter-collated with brownish impure laminae.

The Cobalt group overlies the Bruce strata. Of this group the 
Gowganda formation covers the major part of the map area. This 
consists mainly of polymictic greywacke conglomerate of varying 
character, inter-bedded with arkose and impure quartzite. Over 
the area in which this property is located, white or pink- 
weathering quartzite is a common feature of the Gowganda forma 
tion.

Diabase and Gabbro form large subconcordant oheets and numerous 
steeply inclined dykes. A vertical dyke of Diorite, 300 to 400 
feet wide, runs north-south through the length of the property. 
Several narrow diabase dykes cross the property in either an 
east-west or northwesterly direction.
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STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY

In general the sedimentary formations of the area are gently 
folded, forming flat synclines and anticlines. The property 
lies just east of the axis of a flat syncline. The western edge 
of this syncline is represented by outcrops of Mississagi in 
Parkinson Township and the eastern edge by similar outcrops on 
the eastern boundary of Montgomery Township. The synclinal 
structure is complicated by an anticlinal cross-folH Vfh~oe axis 
crosses the northern half of this property.

A series of outcrops of the Bruce group .indicate that major 
north-south faulting has thrust up these older beds. These form 
a north-south belt extending the length of the property. The 
beds exposed have flat dips (5 to 15 degrees) to the west, in 
dicating that the axis of the syncline lies slightly west of the 
property. The occurrence of the Diabase dyke along the eastern 
edge of the Bruce group outlines a north-south fault, and another 
north-south Iault has been noted parallel to this one and about 
400 feet to the west which appears to be part of the same fault 
system. This fault system appears to be a thrust fault structure 
causing the repetition of the Bruce beds in this area. Cross- 
faulting in an east-west direction has also been mapped on the 
property.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY

The property has been thoroughly prospected and several chal 
copyrite and magnetite occurrences have been found. Thepe were 
examined by the writer during a visit to the property. Copper 
occurrences are common in Parkinson and Montgomery Townships, 
mainly in the northerly parts of the Townships, but in the past 
these have been found in quartz veins. However the exploration 
program conducted by the Vendor Company this year has been 
directed towards finding copper in the sediments. Several in 
teresting areas of mineralization were found. A description 
of these follows:-

i) Chalcopyrite in Quartzite

At the southern end of the property an area 50 f long 
in an east-west direction and 20* north-south is over 
lain by quartzite float. This quartzite is well min 
eralized with chalcopyrite and pyrite and a chip 
sample of various boulders by Bridgeland Explorations 
assayed 3.72# copper. A sample taken by the writer, 
including poorly mineralized and well mineralized float 
assayed 0.44# copper. The quartzite consists mainly 
of quartz (about 80^) and has the appearance of the 
Mississagi type. It is located in a narrow gully between 
outcrops of greywacke and conglomerate which have been 
classed as Gowganda during mapping. Faulting has obvious 
ly taken place here and it is therefore possible that the 
Mississagi beds have been upthrust in the immediate area

ftL ~
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of the gully. An outcrop of quartzite in the gully and 
adjacent to the float has an arkosic, fine-grained 
pinkish appearance, similar to the upper Mississagi 
series. However, there is always the possibility that 
the float represents quartzites of the Espanola series, 
which occur between the Gowganda formation and the upper 
formations of the Bruce group.

ii) Magnetite and chalcopyrite mineralization in 
Bruce Limestone.

This type of mineralization was discovered in two areas 
at the south end of the group on both flanks of a north 
westerly striking diabase dyke. Replacement has taken 
place along the bedding planes in the Limestone, and 
thin bands of magnetite occur up to a distance of about 
100 feet away from the dyke. Minor chalcopyrite can 
also be seen here.

At about 1000* north of the north boundary of the prop 
erty, magnetite and chalcopyrite mineralization has 
taken place within a zone fifty feet thick within the 
Bruce Limestone. The Magnetite and chalcopyrite occur 
as separate zones within the Limestone and have a flat 
dip to the west, parallel to the Limestone. An old 
prospect shaft was put down here to a depth of 35' by 
previous operators to mine the magnetite formation. " 
The magnetite content is reported to average about 
in this zone, from several samples taken by Bridgeland 
Explorations. Four holes were drilled by Bridgeland 
Explorations to investigate the copper zones here. The 
highest assay obtained was 1.60# copper across 4.6* in 
Hole #3. The widest section averaged 0.3o# copper 
across 36.2', in Hole //2. All holes v/ere vertical. 
This mineralized occurrence is not held by Copper Reef 
Mines Limited, but was examined by the writer since it 
indicates a type of copper mineralization in sediments 
which could occur elsewhere in the area.

iii) Sulphides within the Bruce Limestone

An area, called Area "A", by Bridgeland Explorations, 
contains pyrite, chalcopyrite and pyrrhotite mineral 
ization scattered in small concentrations over a wide 
area in the northern portion of the property group, 
in Bruce Limestone. The mineralization occurs both in 
disseminated form and also along bedding planes in the 
Limestone. An east-west striking Diabase dyke appears 
to control this mineralization, since the occurrences 
are scattered along both its flanks. 
Numerous samples were taken by Bridgeland Explorations 
and an assay of 0.24# copper was obtained in one place. 
Several other samples returned a lesser copper content 
but included gold values up to ?0# per ton,

S SIM''- 4
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'y CONCLUSIONS

||:f4^'' During the past Summer season, Bridgeland Explorations Limited 
1^' carried out an active exploration program, under the direction of 
^: O H. Grant Harper, P.Eng.; with field operations under the super- 
St^r vision of Manfred Johnson, of Sudbury, Ontario, the prospector 
^;^r who effected the uranium discoveries at the Algom Quirke and
* Algom Nordic Mines at Elliott Lake; in the northern part of
-^ i Parkinson Township, the western porfl* n of Montgomery Township 
V and the north-west corner of Patton "uwnship to determine whether 
?; ' sedimentary copper deposits occur in the area. The geology of 
r', the area is similar in many respects to parts of the Rhodesian 
; . Copper belt in Africa, and other sedimentary structures else 

where in the world. During this exploration program a number of 
copper occurrences were found along the belt of sediments lying 
just east of the Parkinson-Montgomery Township boundary. The 
major portion of the claims overlying this belt now form the 
Copper Reef Mines Limited property.

Although no copper deposit of economic grade has been found on 
the property as yet, it has been shown that several factors 
exist that are favorable for ore deposition in the sediments 
within the property boundaries.

The sediments occur in a flat synclinal structure whose axis lies 
close to the west boundary of the property. Several faults and 
cross-folding occur similar to those which form the loci of ore 
deposits in other parts of the world, such as Northern Rhodesia.

Copper mineralization has been shown to occur in the sediments 
and has been scattered over a wide area of the property. In 
certain very local areas, ore-grade concentrations have been 
found, such as the quartzite float which assayed 3.72# Cu. and 
the vertical intersection in hole #3 of Bridgeland 1 s drill pro 
gram immediately to the north of the property, where an assay 
of 1.60#Cu. was obtained over a width of 4.6 feet.

I am of the opinion that this property is a good base metal 
prospect and the results of exploration this year together 
with my observations of the showings lead me to the conclusion 
that further v/ork is fully warranted.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The main object of further exploration on this property should 
now be to determine which stratigraphic horizon is the most 
favourable for ore deposition and then to explore structural 
weakness within that horizon. In order to do this, a program 
of diamond drilling in Area "A", at the north end of the prop 
erty, where widespread low-grade mineralization has been found, 
should be undertaken by several vertical diamond drill holes. 
About 2,000* of drilling should be performed on this part of 
the property. This should consist of one deep hole to test all 
stratigraphic horizons down to and into the .dssissagi, and 
several short holes to test whether the mineralization is con-
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centrated on the flanks of the diabase or whether it is more 
widespread. Further drilling here would depend on the results 
of this program. However, funds for an additional fifteen 
hundred feet of vertical drilling should be provided for in the 
initial budget in the event it is ascertained that sulphide 
mineralization occurs in more than one stratigraphic horizon.

In the area of the quartzite float at least four vertical hole's 
should be put down to determine whether the Mississagi does 
occur in the area, and at what depth. Also to determine whether 
the copper mineralization is local or whether it is more wide 
spread and also whether or not it occurs in more than one 
horizon here. Fifteen hundred feet of vertical drilling here 
should provide useful information. Additional drilling in this 
area will depend on the results of the initial program.

I would therefore recommend an initial program of diamond 
drilling, of not less than "A" core size, involving a minimum 
total of 5,000*. At $6.00 per foot, which includes estimates 
of all engineering supervision, assaying, core-boxes, etc., 
the over-all cost will be $30,000.00, an expenditure which I 
now recommend.

Respectfully submitted,

Signed; "A.C.A. Howe" P.Eng. (Ont.) 
(A.C.A. Howe) 
Suite 2200, 372 Bay Street, Toronto.

To: COPPER REEF MINES LIMITED,
c/o J.R. Stirrett, Solicitor, 
372 Bay Street, 
Toronto l, Ontario.

October 22, 1962.



CERTIFICATE TO ACCOMPANY REPORT OF A. C. A. HOWE,MINING 
ENGINEER-', ON PROPERTIES HELD BY COPPER REEF MINES 
LIMITED IN MONTGOMERY AND PATTON TOWNSHIPS, SAULT 
STE. MARIE MINING DIVISION, ONTARIO, BEING MINERAL 
CLAIMS NOS. S. S. M. 62463 to S. S. M. 62478 INCLUSIVE; 
S. S. M. 62935 to S. S. M. 62946 INCLUSIVE; S. S. M. 62919 
to S. S. M. 62924 INCLUSIVE; S.S.M. 62947 to S.S.M. 
62950 INCLUSIVE: S.S.K. 62933 aad S.S.M. 62934 AND 
PATENTED LOT NO. 12, CONCESSION 6, PATTON TOWNSHIP 
(MINERAL RIGHTS), DATED OCTOBER 22ND, 1962.

I, A. C. A. Howe, with offices at Suite 2200, 372 Bay Street, 
Toronto l, Ontario, hereby certify :-

1. I am a Mining Engineer, graduating from London 
University, London, England, in 1949 with the 

of Bachelor of Science.

2. I am a Member of the Association of Professional 
Engineers of the Province of Ontario.

3. I have no interest, direct or indirect, in the 
property of which my report dated Oct. 22, 1962 
is the subject, nor do I expect to receive any 
interest in this property, nor do I have any in 
terest in the securities of Copper Reef Mines 
Limited, to which company the attached report is 
directed, nor do I expect to receive any interest 
in the securities of Copper Reef Mines Limited.

4. The information contained in my report, dated 
Oct. 22nd, 1962, has been derived from:

a) A personal examination of this property on 
October 13th and 14th, 1962.

b) A study of G. S. C. Map 6-1961, with marginal 
notes and O.D.M. map 2012.

c) Observations noted in examinations of other 
properties in the immediate area during the 
early Summer and early Autumn of 1962.

d) Examination of the exploration records of 
Bridgeland Explorations Limited (Vendor) and 
the reports and maps of H. G. Harper, P.Eng. 
Consulting Geologist for the vendor company.

e) Conversations and interviews with the prospectors 
and the geophysical operator actually employed in 
exploration on this property in 1962.

Signed; "A.C.A. Howe" p tEng
{A.C.A. Howe) 

2200, 372 Bay Street, 
Toronto l, Ontario. 
October 22nd, 1962.
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To the Shareholders, 
Copper Reef Mines Limited, 
Toronto, Ontario.

I have examined the Balance Sheet of Copper Reef Mines 

Limited as at October 29, 1962, and in connection therewith 

reviewed such supporting evidence as I considered necessary 

in the circumstances.

In my opinion, the accompanying balance sheet presents 

fairly the financial position of the Company as at October 29, 

1962.

(Signed) "T. H. BERNHOLTZ"

Toronto, Ontario. Chartered Accountant 
October 29, 1962.
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COPPER REEF MINES LIMITED

BALANCE SHEET 

AS AT OCTOBER 29. 1962

ASSETS

': Cash on hand

' ' Mining claims and optior to purchase 
mineral rights (Note 1)

Organization expenses, estimated

LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL

Accounts payable, estimated 

Capital stock: (Note 2)

Authorized: 3,000,000 shares without par value 

Issued as fully paid: 

For cash:

5 shares $ 

For properties:

730,000 shares 

Allotted as fully paid:

In settlement for properties 

129,758 shares

5.00

73,000.00

12.975.80

^

5.00

35,975.30
3,000.00

$ 3,000.00

35.980.80 

$ 88,980.80

The accompanying notes are an integral part of this Balance Sheet.

Approved on behalf of The Board of Directors: 

(Signed) "E - H- CLARK"___________Director

(Signed) "FRANK MILLS" Director
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COPPER REEF MINES LIMITED 

NOTES TO BALANCE SHEET 

AS AT OCTOBER 29. 1962
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Note 1: By agreement dated October 17, 1962 the Company acquired 

forty unpatented mining claims in the Townships of Patton 

and Montgomery, in the Mining Division of Sault Ste. Marie, 

in the Province of Ontario, together with the assignment 

of the vendor's whole right, title and interest in a 

certain option agreement dated June 24, 1962, to purchase 

all the mineral rights in and to the north half of lot 

twelve in the sixth concession of the Township of Patton 

containing approximately one hundred ana sixty acres, for 

a total consideration of $#5,975•30 payable by the issuance 

of 730,000 shares of the Company's capital stock at a price 

of 10^ per share and $12,975.80 in cash.

In order to exercise its option, the Company must pay the 

sum of 4)2,000.00 on or before December 24, 1963.

Note 2: By agreement dated October 24, 1962, the Vendor of the 

mining properties and option, has agreed to accept 

129,756 shares of the Company's capital stock in settlement 

of the Company's debt amounting to $l2,975.60.



COPPEF. REEF MINES LIMITED 

FIRST AMENDMENT TO PROSPECTUS
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The Prospectus of the Company dated November 23rd, 
1962, is hereby amended to give effect to the following changes 
and information:

12. By agreement dated December 3rd, 1962, between 
Bridgeland Explorations Limited as vendor and Copper Reef Mines 
Limited as purchaser, Copper Reef Mines Limited acquired by 
purchase the following four mining claims contiguous to its 
presently held group of mining claims in the Township of Mont 
gomery :

Mining Claims SSM-63141, SSM-63145, SSM-63146 
and SSM-63147.

The consideration to be paid by Copper Reef for the 
said four mining claims is the sura of $1,039.50, which sum the 
vendor has expended in diamond-drilling and exploration expenses 
on the said four claims in the year 19o2.

The foregoing, together with the Prospectus dated 
November 23rd, 1962, constitutes full, true and plain disclosure 
of all material facts in respect of the offering of securities 
referred to, also as required by Section 38 of The Securities 
Act of Ontario, and there is no further material information 
applicable other than in the financial statements or reports 
where required.

DATED this 6th day of December, 1962.

"FREDERICK JOHN HAYNES"
Frederick John Haynes 

President and Director.

"FRANK MILLS"
Frank Mills 

Vice-President and Director.

"EDWARD HENRY CLARK"
Edward Henry Clark 
Secretary-Treasurer and 

Director

"GEORGE RAYMOND,HARRIS"
George Raymond Harris 

Director

"JAMES DAVID INCE"
James David Ince 

Director

Promoter:

BRIDGELAND EXPLORATIONS LIMITED

Per: "E. H. CLARK"_____—— 
E. H. Clark, Secretary



COPPER REEF MINES LIMITED 

SECOND AMENDMENT TO PROSPECTUS

The Prospectus of the Company dated November 23rd, 1962, 
is hereby further amended to give effect to the following changes 
and information:

12. On the 24th day of January, 1963, George Gardner Elliott, 
Esq., was appointed Vice-President in place of Frank Mills, 
Esq., who resigned as Vice-President; and was appointed 
Manager; and was appointed Director in place of James David 
Ince, who resigned.

George Gardner Elliott is a mining contractor who 
resides at 9 Alderton Court, Islington, Ontario. For more 
than the past three years, he has been self-employed. 
Mr. Elliott*s interest in the vendor shares of the Company 
is set out in Paragraph 12 (iii) of the Prospectus.

Edward Henry Clark has resigned as a Director and as 
Secretary-Treasurer; and in his place George Joseph Sibley, 
to whom reference is made in Paragraph 3 of the Prospectus, 
was appointed a Director and Secretary-Treasurer.

The foregoing, together with the Prospectus dated November 
23rd, 1962, and the First Amendment dated the 6th day of December, 
1962, constitutes full, true and plain disclosure of all material 
facts in respect of the offering of securities referrel to, also 
as required by Section 38 of The Securities Act of Ontario, and 
there is no further material information applicable other than in 
the financial statements or reports where required.

DATED this 6th day of February, 1963. 

"FREDERICK JOHN HAYNES" "GEORGE G. ELLIOTT"
Frederick John Haynes George G. Elliott
President and Director Vice-President and Director.

"FRANK MILLS"_______ "GEORGE RAYMOND HARRIS" 
Frank MillsGeorge Raymond Harris
Director Director

"GEORGE JOSEPH SIBLEY" 
George Joseph Sibley 

Director

Promoter:
BRIDGELAND EXPLORATIONS LIMITED

Per: "G. G. ELLIOTT"
G. G, Elliott, President
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COPPER REEF MINES LIMITED

AMRMTTMEMT TO PROSPECTUS
RESIDENT

SAULT STE. MARIE

The Prospectus of the Company, dated the 23rd day of 
November, 1962, is hereby amended to give effect to the following 
changes and information:
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3. Mr. Frank Mill., resigned as a director and Mr. 
Frederick John Haynes resigned as President of 
the Company.

Mr. George Ernest Buchanan, mining executive, whose 
home address is 15 Macdonell Avenue, Toronto, was 
elected a director in the place of Mr. Frank Mills, 
and was then appointed President of thr Company in 
the place of Mr. Haynes. Mr. Haynes continues as 
a director.

18. (1) George Ernest Buchanan has, during the past 
three years been a director of several mining and 
oil and gas companies with head offices in the City 
of Toronto, among which are:

Glen Lake Silver Mines Limited 
Silver Summit Mines Limited 
Patricia Silver Mines Limited 
Cessland Corporation Limited.

12. By a written agreement dated the 20th day of March, 
1963, Copper Reef Mines Limited, upon the recom 
mendation of its consulting geologist, H. Grant 
Harper, P.Eng., agreed to purchase from Mrs. Doris

n Montgomery of 276? Crescent View Drive, North
Vancouver, B.C., as vendor, the whole interest in 15 
unpatented mining claims located in the Townships 
of Parkinson and Montgomery in the Sault Ste. Marie 
Mining Division, and recorded at the office of the 
Mining Recorder for the said Mining Division at 
Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, as Numbers SSM.62448 to 

J- SSM.62462, both numbers inclusive.

" The consideration paid by Copper Reef for the said 15 
w mining claims is $i,000 in cash, payable within seven 
^ days after this Amendment has been accepted for

filing by the Ontario Securities Commission, and 
j 50,000 shares of the Company without par value, 
3 of which 5,000 shares will be "free" shares and 
J the balance of 45,000 shares will be held in escrow 

with the Guaranty Trust Company of Canada at its 
office at 366 Bay Street, Toronto, subject to 
release pro rata to the registered holders thereof 
from time to time only upon the written consent of 
the Ontario Securities Commission and the Board of 
Directors of Copper Reef. The said shares are also
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held thus in escrow subject to transfer or other 
alienation or dealing within the escrow arrange 
ment only with the written consent of the said 
Commission. The said vendor owns the whole in 
terest in the said cash and share consideration.

13. For particulars relating to the means of access, 
the character, extent and condition of surface 
exploration and development (there is no under 
ground exploration and development or plant and 
equipment and no surface plant and equipment), 
the known history of the property and a descrip 
tion of the work done by the present management, 
reference is hereby made to the report of H* Grant 
Harper, F.G.A.C., P.Eng., dated April 4th, 1963, 
which forms part of this Amendment.

The foregoing, together with the Prospectus dated the 
23rd day of November, 1962, and the First and Second Amendments 
thereto, dated the 6th day of December, 1962, and the 6th day of 
February, 1963, respectively, constitutes full, true and plain 
disclosure of all material facts in respect of the offering of 
securities referred to above, as required by Section 3d of The 
Securities Act of Ontario, and there is no further material in 
formation applicable other than in the financial statements or 
reports where required.

DATED This 19th day of April, 1963.

"GEORGE E. BUCHANAN"
George E. Buchanan
President and Director

"GEORGE G. ELLIOTT"
George G. Elliott 

Vice-President and Director

"FREDERICK J. HAYNES" 
Frederick J. Haynes 

Director

"GEORGE RAYMOND HARRIS" 
George Raymond Harris 

Director

"JOSEPH G. SIBLEY"
Joseph G. Sibley 

Secretary-Treasurer and Director

Promoter: 
BRIDGELAND EXPLORATIONS LIMITED

Per: "G. G. ELLIOTT" -
G. G. Elliott, President
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COPPER REEF MINES LIMITED 
Montgomery Property 
Iron Bridge Area

Introduction

This is a report on a group of unpatented mining claims 
located in Parkinson and Montgomery Townships, Sault Ste. Marie 
Mining Division, Ontario. The claims are owned by Copper Reef Mines 
Limited.

The purpose of this report is to summarize the known geo 
logy of the claims and to indicate their possible mining potential.

This report is based on the following sources of information:

1. Map 6-1961. Wakwekobi Lake Sheet, l" to l mile, published 
by the Geological Survey of Canada, M.J. Frarey, geologist.

2. Collins, W. H., North Shore of Lake Huron, G.S.C. Memoir 
143, 1925.

3. Personal knowledge of the area gained while planning, dir 
ecting and executing a four month exploration of the 
general area in 1962. Also, knowledge gained by directing 
a diamond drill program now in progress less than 1,000 
feet south of the south boundary of the Montgomery property.

Location and Access

The properties herein reported are located in the Townships 
of Montgomery and Parkinson, Sault Ste. Marie Mining Division, 
Ontario. The 15 unpatented mining claims are contiguous and adjoin 
the north boundary of the main Copper Reef property. The total area 
of the Montgomery property is roughly 600 acres and the claims are 
numbered as follows:

Montgomery Township

SSM 62454 to SSM 62462 Inclusive 

Parkinson Township ?

SSM 6344^ to SSM 6^453 Inclusive

The claim titles were not searched but all claims are 
recorded on the following Mining Claim Maps published by the Ontario 
Department of Mines:

Montgomery Township - Mining Plan No. M 1317 
Parkinson Township - Mining Plan No. M 1326
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Access and Facilities

The Montgomery property lies about 6 miles north of Iron 
Bridge, Ontario and about 21 miles west of Elliot Lake, Ontario. 
The general area is serviced by highways, rail lines, power lines, 
and telephone lines although none of these services actually cross 
the Montgomery property. Access to the property is by light air 
craft based at Blind River, Ontario or by a four mile tractor road 
which leads to within 1000 feet of the south boundary of the claims.

There is no mining equipment or habitation located on the 
property. Timber resources ana water supplies are adequate for 
exploration work.

History and Development
The Montgomery property was staked in early 1962 by Norman 

Montgomery (deceased) prospector, of New Liskeard, Ontario.

The Montgomery property has no mining history of note. 
During the summer of 1962, Manfred Johnson and Walter Stanger pros 
pected the claims but found ro significant indications of valuable 
mineral.

General Geology

The general geology of the Montgomery property has been 
described by officers of the Geological Survey of Canada. The forma- 
tional sequences are listed below:

TABLE OF FORMATIONS

Quaternary ................. Recent ..... swamps, fluvial deposits
Pleistocene..till, gravel, clay.

GREAT UNCONFORMITY

Keweenawan ................. Intrusives...diabase dikes
diorite-gabbro intrusive.

UNCONFORMITY

Huronian.....,.............. Gowganda.....tillite, boulder conglomerate
Espanola.....not recognized
Bruce Limestone...No outcrops, overburden

assumed
Bruce Conglomerate ... assumed at depth 
Mississagi............ assumed at depth.

GREAT UNCONFORMITY 

Pre-Huronian................ Basement Rocks ....... character unknown.
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^i The Basement rocks, Mississagi Formation) and Bruce Con-
|r glomerate Formation do not outcrop on the Montgomery property but it
|v is quite certain that they do underlie the property at depth.

- The Bruce Limestone Formation probably occurs at lecje along 
r;,''. the Cobden River valley but the overburden is heavy and no outcrops 
"\ wore found by Johnson or Stanger. The Bruce Limestone is an impure 

; limestone with innumerable thin greywacke, quartzite, and argillite 
facies; most of which have calcite as the cementing medium. The 
formational thickness in this locale is not precisely known but prob 
ably lies between 75 and 125 feet.

The Gowganda Formation underlies most of the property. It 
is chiefly a heterogeneous boulder conglomerate which forms large 
outcrops and steep cliffs. The thickness of the Gowganda Formation 
on the Montgomery property is estimated to vary from about 100 feet 
near the Cobden River to about 1500 feet near the west boundary.

The Keweenawan diorite-gabbro intrusive cuts through the 
northeast corner of the property. In this locale the instrusive is a 
fresh looking diorite which seems to dip west at about 30 degrees. 
Where intersected in one drill hole, the contact is frozen and tight. 
The only visible alteration effect was a zone of silification about 
two feet wide. Structurally the diorite-gabbro intrusive seems to be 
a semi-concordant sill.

Structural Geology

The structural environment of the Montgomery property is 
fairly complex even though the dips of the formations seldom exceed 
15 degrees. The claims lie on the north limb of the Denman Lake 
(Chiblow Lake) Anticline and on the east limb of a synclinal cross- 
fold of the Denman Lake Anticline. The resulting configuration is a 
northeasterly strike and a gentle northwesterly dip. The structural 
environment described above becomes apparent only from a general 
study of the structure of the Parkinson Uplift.

The Cobden River drains southward and the elevation increase 
to the north together with the northwesterly dip means that as one 
travels northivard on the Montgomery property more and more of the 
full section of the Bruce Limestone is in contact with the intrusive 
diorite. This environment, some 700-1000 feet south of the south 
boundary of the Montgomery property, has been found to be favourable 
for copper mineralization occurring in the bedding planes of the Bruce 
Limestone Formation.

There are two pronounced topographical linears crossing the 
Montgomery property. The more important one is called the Waltman 
Linear and has been traced for about 4i miles. It originates at the 
Peake Lake Fault which parallels the axial plane of the Denman Lake 
Anticline and strikes northwesterly for about l mile beyond the 
Montgomery claims. This linear is a very pronounced one and is likely 
a fault although there is no concrete knowledge of its nature. The 
Waltman Linear cuts through the southwest corner of the Montgomery 
property for a distance of about 3800 feet. A second, less pronounced 
linear, trends northeasterly through the property. It seems to offse. 
the Waltman Linear and becomes obscure near the west end of Corbold 
Lake.
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The Montgomery claims were prospected during the summer of 
1962 by Manfred Johnson and Walter Stanger who were working under the 
direction of the writer. No mineral occurrences of significance were 
found, and in the writer's opinion, are not likely to occur at surface 
due to the Gowganda cap rock and the overburden in the Cobden River 
Valley.

On the main property of Copper Reef Mines Ltd. between 700 
and 1000 feet south of the south boundary of the Montgomery property 
a diamond drill program now in progress is locating copper values in 
the Bruce Limestone Formation. In the same area four X-Ray holes 
drilled in the Fall of 1962 intersected copper values conformable with 
the bedding planes. Hole #2 returned 0.36J6 copper across 36.2 feet 
true thickness. Hole #3 drilled 50 feet to the north returned 4*5 
feet of 1.60# copper, as well as other low values. Hole #1 returned 
low copper values plus 10 feet grading over 30J& magnetite. Hole #4 
was drilled near an E-W diabase dike where the limestone was highly 
silicated and returned very low copper values. So far this year 2 
holes have been completed. Hole #63-1 was drilled near an E-W diabase 
dike and returned negligible copper values. Hole #63-2, a 45 degree 
angle hole to the east and collared north of #63-1 and well away from 
any known E-W diabase dike returned two copper mineralized horizons 
separated by about 11 feet of low grade material. The upper horizon 
returned O./dJfe copper across 6.1 feet of true thickness. The lower 
horizon returned 1.40/6 copper over a true thickness of 8.1 feet. One 
section 3.0 feet in core length ran 2.64S& copper.

It is impossible to establish firm mineralization trends on 
tho results of the work completed to date. However, within the very 
close limitations imposed by the small amount of drill information 
available, a slight tendency is apparent for the grade of the copper 
mineralization to improve to the north - towards the Montgomery prop 
erty. This tendency may or may not be real; it may or may not 
continue. There are no outcrops of Bruce Limestone north of the 
drill area and the only practical way to explore is by widely spaced 
diamond drill holes.

Over two miles south of the drill area and on the Copper 
Reef property, copper mineralization in Mississagi quartzite float 
returned grab sanple assays ranging from 0.45& to 3*72# copper. The 
chalcopyrite mineralization is obviously confined to certain of the 
beds and there is no evidence of quartz veining. This float has 
every appearance of being frost heaved rather than transported. In 
the area being drilled the Mississagi Formation lies at an estimated 
depth of 300 feet below surface. Drill holes now completed and in 
progress are designed to determine the dip of the diorite intrusive so 
that the upper Mississagi beds can be tested directly beneath the 
mineralized sections of the Bruce Limestone Formation.

Geophysical methods are not likely to materially assist in 
exploring the Montgomery property. Magnetic surveys have been tried 
because of the indistinct association between magnetite and chalco 
pyrite in the drilling area. This association is a very loose one,
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	for in many places the iron is in the form of hematite rather than 
|*v; magnetite. Furthermore, as the magnetite content rises, the copper 
\!f: content is reduced. Finally, there is no magnetite or magnetic 
pF anomaly associated with the chalcopyrite found in the Mississagi 
1^' quartzite, jxiectro-magnetics are not likely to produce responses. 
#';: The sulphide content is quite low and pyrite and pyrrhotite are 
p virtually absent where chalcopyrite occurs. IP results could be 
/; misleading because the reaction from magnetite would far overshadow 
J any response from the much less abundant chalcopyrite.

There are two "geological bets" on the Montgomery property 
which should be tested. The first is a continuation or repetition 
of the chalcopyrite mineralization found in the Bruce Limestone some 
700 feet south of the property. The second "geological bet" is the 
possibility for copper mineralization to occur near the top of the 
Mississagi Formation. There are other horizons at great depth which 
offer possibilities for sulphide replacement. For example, the 
Mississagi greywacke-argillite facies and the possibility for quartz 
pubble conglomerates at the base of the Mississagi. Since, in the 
general area there is absolutely no knowledge concerning these 
horizons their economic possibilities must, for the present at least, 
be heavily discounted.

Conclusions

1. The Montgomery property provides strike protection for the 
mineral discovery made on the main Copper Reef property.

2. The Montgomery property is a fair "geological bet" in that 
copper mineralization such as that found from 700 to 1000 
feet south of the claims may occur on the Montgomery property 
either as a continuation or repetition of the known mineral 
ization.

3. The only practical method of exploring the claims is by 
widely spaced vertical diamond drill holes.

Re commendations

\ 1 . The company should explore its Montgomery property by diamond 
i drilling. To provide geographical control the Copper Reef base- 
l line should be extended northward for 4000 feet and cross lines

established at 200 foot intervals. As an initial program the 
l company should commence drilling vertical holes near the south 
' boundary of the claims stepping northward and westward as the 
: drill core results indicate. All holes should penetrate to the 
i top of the Bruce Conglomerate Formation and periodically a hole

should be driven through the Bruce Conglomerate to test the 
; upper beds of the Mississagi Quartzite Formation. As an initial

test 1500 feet of AXT drilling is recommended.



. . .
Cost Estimates~ "

l. Line cutting and chaining
5 miles Q^50.00 per linear mile .....*...,...*4 250*

,,. v . -2. Diamond Drilling
f^ 1500' AXT core including extras,
^ boxes, engineering, etc. ............... ......*. 7500.

3. Assaying and Contingency ............................ 250.

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $aOOO.

Willowdale, Ontario, "H. G. HARPER" 
April 4, 1963 H. Grant Harper, F7G.A.C., P. Eng, 

Economic Geologist
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jjpvi, HUGH GRANT HARPER, of Metropolitan Toronto, in the Province of
Iki OntarioV certify as follows with respect to my report entitled
' ^ Copper Reef Mines Limited, Montgomery Property, April 4* 1963.

ymj?t:s.'-v. - - . - -
^5v; ; l - I am a practising economic geologist carrying on business as

'."'.iv-'. 1

H. Grant Harper, P.Eng. 
314 Hendon Avenue, 
Willowdale, Ontario.

2 - I graduated from the University of Toronto with the degrees 
of B. A. Se., 1950 and M. A. Se., 1951 and have been engaged in 
my profession for 10 years. I am a Fellow of the Geological 
Association of Canada, a member of the Ontario Association 
of Professional Engineers registered in the Mining Branch, 
a member of the Canadian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy, 
and a member of the Board of Trade of Metropolitan Toronto.

3 - I have no direct or indirect interest in the Montgomery
property. I am the beneficial owner of 20,000 escrowed and 
10,000 free shares of Copper Reef Mines Limited and that on 
the acquisition of the Montgomery Property by Copper Reef 
Mines Limited, I shall, by virtue of my stock holdings, have 
a minority interest in the Montgomery property.

k - My report is based primarily on my general knowledge and 
experience in the Parkinson Uplift Area. I mapped and 
examined the eastern claims of the Montgomery property in 
the Fall of 1962.

VJillowdale, Ontario 
April 4, 1963

" H. G. HARPER"
H. Grant Harper, F.G.A7C., P.Eng. 

Economic Geologist
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COPPER REEF MINES LIMITED

PROSPECTUS

fi *c, * Statutory information given pursuant to 
^ * The Securities Act as filed with the 

Ontario Securities Commission

1. The Head Office of Copper Reef Mines Limited (hereinafter 
referred to ao "Copper Reef") is situated in the City of 
Toronto, (Suite 902, 62 Richmond Street West), in the 
Province of Ontario.

2. Copper Reef was incorporated by Letters Patent dated 
October lith, 1962, issued under the authority of The 
Corporations Act of Ontario.

3* The names in full, present occupation, and home addresses 
of the officers, directors and promoters are as follows:

4.

5.

6.

7.

Officers and 
Directors

President and 
Director

Director

Names and p c; 
Occupations ^ v

George Ernest Buchanan 
Mining Executive

Frederick John Haynes 
Insurance Agent

"esses

Managing Director and Harold D'Arcy Baker 
Vice-President Mining Executive

Director

Director and 
Secretary-Treasurer

Floyd Edwin Hall 
Security Salesman

George Joseph Sibley 
Public Accountant

15 Macdonell Avenue 
Toronto, Ontario

9d Forest Heights 
Toronto, Ontario

49 Glen Elm Avenue 
Toronto, Ontario

l Deauville Lane 
Don Mills, Ontario

320 Sunnyside Avenue 
Toronto, Ontario

Promoter: Copper Reef has no promoter.

The auditor of the Company is Mr. T. H. Bernholtz, C. A., 
62 Richmond Street West, Toronto l, Ontario.

The Guaranty Trust Company of Canada, 366 Bay Street, Toronto, 
Ontario, is the Registrar and Transfer Agent of Copper Reef.

The authorized share capital of Copper Reef consists of Three 
Million shares without par value, of which l, 4,"? 1 70? have been 
issued as fully paid shares. Q D E RtMOVED FROM

s"fe\^ckr\CialRd 
T Dgptv OF MINES

STE.

Copper Reef has not issued any bondsyj^ 
does not propose to do so.
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;|p'.;v8."- 702,000 of the said issued shares have been deposited by the 
^ holders thereof in escrow with the Guaranty Trust Conpany of 

Canada at its office at 366 Bay Street, Toronto, subject to 
release pro rata to the registered holders thereof from time 
to time only upon the written consent of the Ontario Securities 
Commission and of the Board of Directors of Copper Reef. There 
is no other agreement or proposed plan of release from escrow. 
The said shares are also held thus in escrow subject to trans* 
fer or other alienation or dealing within the said escrow 
arrangement only with the written consent of the said Commission.

9. The shares sold for cash up to the 14th day of November, 1963, 
are as follows:

(i) (a) No. of Shares Price per Share Total Cash Received

5 $ 1.00 $ 5.00
273,000 .10 27,300.00
31,500 .25 7,875.00
14,200 .26 3,692.00

500 .27 135.00
12,700 .28 3,556.00
10,000 .29 2,900.00
13,550 .30 4,065.00
5,100 .31 1,581.00
4,900 .32 1,568.00

11,000 .33 3,630.00
3,550 .34 1,207.00
1,300 .35 455.00

10,000 .36 3,600.00
5,250 .37 1,942.50

500 .38 190.00
1,000 .40 400.00

398,055 $ 6^,101.50

Shares
issued
in lieu
of cash: 279,652 .10 27,965.20

677,707 $ 92,066.70

(ii) Total cash for shares sold up to the 14th day of November, 
1963, is ^64,101.50.

(iii) Total amount of commission paid on the sale of the said 
shares is $9,199•00.

10. No other securities have been sold for cash.

11. Copper Reef has not issued and will not issue any shares or
pay any cash to any promoter for promotional services as such.
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(i) The Company owns .five different groups of mining properties 
in Northern Ontario, which are hereinafter designated as 
follows:

Group "A"

A group of 40 unpatented mining claims located in 
the Townships of Montgomery and Patton j.n the Mining 
Division of Sault Ste. Marie, recorded in the office of 
the Mining Recorder of the said Mining Division, as numbers;

SSM-02463 to SSM-62478 
SSM-62935 to SSM-62946 
SSM-62919 to SSM-62924 
SSM-62933 and SSM-62934 
SSM-62947 to SSM-62950

(inclusive 
(inclusive 
(inclusive

(inclusive)

The consideration paid by Copper Reef for the said 
40 mining claims was $^5,975.60, which was satisfied by the 
issuance of 730.000 shares of Copper Reef as fully paid, 
and the sum of #12,975.60, which was satisfied by the 
issuance of 129,758 shares of Copper Reef as fully paid.

The Company has abandoned its option to purchase 
the mineral rights in And to the north half of Lot 12 in 
the 6th Concession of the Township of Patton, which option 
was acquired at no additional cost to the Company.

Group "B"

A group of 4 unpatented mining claims located in 
the said Township of Montgomery, which are contiguous to 
the mining claims described above in Group "A", and are 
recorded in the office of the said Mining Recorder as 
numbers:

SSM-63141 
SSM-63145 
SSM-63H6
SSM-63147

The consideration paid by Copper Reef for the said 
4 mining claims was the sum of $1,039.50, which sum the 
vendor had expended in the year 1962. in diamond-drilling 
and other exploration expenses on the said 4 mining claims.-•;-
Group "C"

A group of 15 unpatented mining claims located in 
the Townships of Montgomery and Parkinson, which are 
recorded in the office of the said Mining Recorder as 
numbers:-

SSM-62448 to SSM-62462 (inclusive)

The consideration paid by Copper Reef for the 
said 15 mining claims was ^1,000 and 50,000 shares of the 
Company as fully paid, of which 5,000 were free shares
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and the balance of 45^000 shares are held in escrow by 
the Guaranty Trust Company of Canada, at its office at 
366 Bay Street, Toronto, Ontario, subject to release pro 
rata to the registered holders thereof, from time to time, 
only upon the written consent of the Ontario Securities 
Commission and the Board of Directors of Copper Reef. 
The said shares are also held thus in escrow, subject to 
transfer or other alienation or dealing within the escrow, 
only with the written consent of the said Commission.

Group "D"

A group of 36 mining claims located in Township 
26, Range 13 1 in the said Mining Division, which are 
recorded in the office of the Mining Recorder of the said 
Division as numbers :-

SSM-66859 to SSM-66894 (inclusive).

The consideration paid by the Company for the 
acquisition by staking of the said 36 mining claims was 
merely the cost of staking and recording, namely, $2,869.00. 
The said claims were acquired merely as a "location venture 11 .

Group "E"

A group of 25 mining claims located in the Town 
ships of Teck and Grenfell, in the Mining Division of 
Larder Lake, of which 18 are unpatented claims and are 
recorded in the office of the Mining Recorder for the 
said Mining Division as numbers :-

L-77855 to L-77872 (inclusive)

and of which 7 are patented claims and are registered in 
the office of Land Titles at Haileybury, Ontario, as 
mining claims :-

L- 26303, L-26304, L-26305 
L- 263 58 
L- 27066
L-25593 
L- 26070.

The consa deration paid by the Company for the 
said 18 unpatented claims was merely the cost of staking 
and recording, narj'ely, $l,319.18. The said claims are 
contiguous to the aaid 7 patented claims. The consider 
ation paid by the Company for the said 7 patented claims 
was $25,8l3.22, of which $14,989.40 was satisfied by the 
issuance of 149,894 shares of the Company as fully paid 
shares, and of which $3,323.82 was satisfied by the 
assumption of certain debts of the vendor company in 
that amount, payment of which has been deferred until 
August 30th, 1964, and of vhich $7,000. was satisfied 
by a donation of 70,000 escrowed shares from a director 
ct, no cost to the Company.
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(il) The names and addresses of all vendors of the foregoing 

groups of properties purchased by Copper Reef are as 
follows:

The vendor of Group "A" and Group MB" is Bridgeland 
Explorations Limited, whose address is Suite 902, 62 
Richmond Street West, Toronto.

The vendor of Group "C" is Mrs. Doris Montgomery, 
whose address is 2?6? Crescent View Drive, North Vancouver, 
B.C.

There is no vendor of Group "D", which was 
acquired by Copper Reef by means of staking at its own 
expense.

The vendor of Group "E" is Magni Mining Corpora 
tion Limited, whose address is 62 Richmond Street West, 
Toronto.

(iii) The names and addresses in full of every person or company
who has received or is to receive from Copper Reef a greater 
than 5 percent interest in the shares or other consideration 
received or to be received,

(a) by Bridgeland Explorations Limited in respect of 
Groups "A" and "B" (above), are:

Harold D'Arcy Baker, 
49 Glen Elm Avenue, 
Toronto, Ontario,

Leo George Lamothe, 
Algoma Mills, Ontario,

Charles H. Schriver,
R. R. #1,
York, Pa., U.S.A.

(b) by Magni Mining Corporation Limited in respect of 
Group "E" (above), are:

as to 70,000 shares of Copper Reef:

Tower Financial Corporation Limited, 
62 Richmond Street west, 
Toronto l, Ontario.

George W. Chilian, 
3 Superior Avenue, 
Mimico, Ontario

John M. Bassett, , :, ^ \ fy
56 Marsdale Drive, rj q **
St. Catharines, Ontario O

Neda Louise Abraham, 
164 Coldstream Avenue, 
Toronto 12, Ontario
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James K. Abraham,
134 Coldstream Avenue,
Toronto 12, Ontario

Rena R. Abraham,
134 Coldstream Avenue,
Toronto 12, Ontario

And as to the balance of the consideration received 
by Magni Mining Corporation Limited:

Harold D'Arcy Baker (whose address is given
above)

and

Charles H. Schriver (whose address is given
above)

13. For particulars relating to the means of access, the character, 
extent and condition of surface and underground exploration and 
development, the known history of the properties and a description 
of the work proposed to be done, reference is hereby made:

As to Groups "A". "B" and "C": to the report of H. Grant 
Harper, P. Eng., dated November l5th, 1963, copy of which forms 
part of this prospectus.

As to Group "D": to the report of H. Grant Harper, P.Eng., 
dated August 15th, 1963, and a supplementary certificate dated 
November 15th, 1963, copies of which form part of this prospectus.

As to Group "E": to the report of H. Grant Harper, P.Eng., 
dated September 9th, 1963, and a supplementary certificate dated 
November 15th, 1963, copies of which form part of this prospectus.

In carrying out the recommendations contained in the said 
Engineers' Reports, Copper Reef intends to give priority to the 
recommendations concerning Group "E".

14. No agreement in the nature of an underwriting and/or option or 
assignment relating to any of the issued or unissued capital 
stock of the Company exists or is presently proposed; but if any 
such agreements are in future made by the Company, an appropriate 
amendment to this prospectus will be filed within 20 days there 
after. The Company proposes to sell its treasury shares through 
registered security dealers on terms whereby the Company will pay 
such dealers a commission not exceeding 25 percent of the proceeds 
of the sales of such shares to the public plus an allowance (not 
exceeding 15 percent) in respect of their expenses in distributing 
such shares. If during the period of primary distribution there 
be an open public market for shares of the Company then the Company 
will offer and sell its shares through such market upon payment rf 
brokerage at the usual rates charged by members of the Toronto 
Stock Exchange respecting mining company shares. Not less than 
10 cents a share will be paid into the treasury of the Company.
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The Company proposes to spend the proceeds from the current sales 
of its shares on exploring and developing the said mining proper 
ties in the Townships of Patton and Montgomery in accordance with 
the recommendations contained in the said reports of H. Grant 
Harper, P.Eng., giving priority to expenditures recommended for 
Group "E", and for general operating expenses.

The Company does not intend to create or assume any indebtedness 
not shown on the Balance Sheet as at November 14th, 1963, which 
is filed with the Ontario Securities Commission and accompanies 
this prospectus, other than debts incurred in the normal opera 
tion of the Company.

(i) The following particulars apply to the directors and 
officers of the Company during the past three years:

George Ernest Buchanan, President and Director, is and 
has been, for more than the past three years, a mining 
executive. He is an officer and director of Cessland 
Corporation Limited, Glen Lake Silver Mines Limited and 
Silver Summit Mines Limited, all of the City of Toronto.

Frederick John Haynes, Director, is and has been, for 
more than the past three years, engaged as a self 
employed insurance agent, carrying on his business 
under his own name at 2200 Yonge Street, Toronto 7, 
Ontario.

George Joseph Sibley. Director and Secretary-Treasurer, 
is and has been for the past three years self employed 
as a public accountant, carrying on his profession under 
his own name at 160 Bay Street, Toronto.

Harold D|Arcy Baker. Managing Director and Vice-President, 
is and has been for more than the past three years a 
mining executive and a director of the following mining 
companies, all of which have their head offices in the 
City of Toronto:

Consolidated Bell Keno Mines Limited
Utopia Gold Mines Limited
Pick Mines Limited
Shaynee Consolidated Mines Limited.

Floyd Edwin Hall, Director, is and has been for more than 
the past three years a security salesman, carrying on 
business in the City of Toronto, and presently in the 
employ of Waite, Reid fe Co. Ltd., members of the Toronto 
Stock Exchange, of the said City.

(ii) None of the directors or officers of the Company is inter 
ested directly or indirectly, or as a partner in a firm, 
in any of the properties acquired or to be acquired by 
Copper Reef, except Harold D'Arcy Baker, whose interest 
is shown in 12 (iii) above.

(iii) The aggregate remuneration paid during the last financial 
year to directors was $225.00, and the aggregate remuner-
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ation paid to officers as such during the last financial 
year was nil.

No remuneration will be paid to any director during the 
current financial year, except that each director will be paid 
a fee of $25 for each meeting of the Board which he attends, 
and his expenses, if any; and no remuneration will be paid to 
any officer during the said period, except that Harold D'Arcy 
Baker will be paid an annual salary not exceeding $1,200 and 
expenses, if any, for his services as Managing Director; and 
George Joseph Sibley will be paid an annual salary not exceeding 
$600 and expenses, if any, for his services as Secretary- 
Treasurer.

19. The Company has paid no dividends.

20. No person or persons are in a position to cause to be elected 
a majority of the directors of the Company.

21. Vendors' shares may be offered for sale as and when they are 
released from escrow together with any free shares; but the 
proceeds from the sale of such shares will not accrue to the 
Company. There is no arrangement for the sale of vendors' sahres.

22. The foregoing constitutes full, true and plain disclosure of all 
material facts in respect of the offering of securities referred 
to above, as required under Section 3# of The Securities Act 
(Ontario), and there is no further material information applicable 
other than in the financial statements or reports where required.

DATED at Toronto, Ontario, this 31st day of December, 1963.

"GEORGE ERNEST BUCHANAN" 
George Ernest Buchanan 
President and Director

"FREDERICK JOHN HAYNES"
Frederi ckJohn Haynes 
Director

"HAROLD D'ARCY BAKER"
Harold D'Arcy Baker 
Managing Director and 
Vice-President

"FLOYD E. HALL"
Floyd Edwin Hall 
Director

"GEORGE JOSEPH SIBLEY"^^^
George Joseph Sibley
Director and Secretary-Treasurer



To the Shareholders 
Copper Reef Mines Limited 
Toronto, Ontario.

I have examined the balance sheet of Copper Reef Mines 
Limited as at November 14, 1963, and the related schedule of 
deferred administration and development expenditures for the 
period from inception (October 11, 1962) to November 14, 1963, 
and in connection therewith, reviewed such supporting evidence 
as I considered necessary in the circumstances.

In my opinion, the accompanying balance sheet and the 
related schedule of deferred administration and development 
expenditures presents fairly the financial position of the 
Company as at November 14, 1963, in accordance with generally 
accepted accounting principles applied on a basis consistent 
with that of the preceding year, except as indicated in Note l, 
hereto.

Toronto , Ontario 
December 9, 1963

"T. H. BERNHOLTZ" 
t. H. Bernholtz, 
Chartered Accountant

S Ste-I 24

s-J.



; , v COPPER REEF MINES LIMITED 

J BALANCE SHEET

AS AT NOVEMBER 14. 1963

ASSETS

Cash on hand and in banks ^ 1,434.99

Miscellaneous loans and advances 850.00

Mining claims, at cost (Note 1) 110,040.90

Office furniture and equipment, at cost 409*84

Deferred administration and development
expenditures, per schedule 55,030.00

Commission and expenses relevant to the sale 
of the Company*s capital stock: (Note 2)

Brokers* Commission $ 9,199.00
Brokers' expenses 8.593*92 17,792.92

Organization expenses 2.320.00

S 187.878.65

The accompanying notes are an integral part of this balance sheet. 

Approved on behalf of the Board of Directors:

"H. D. BAKER"_____________Director.

"FLOYD E. HALL" Director.



COPPER REEF MINES LIMITED

BALANCE SHEET 

AS AT NOVEMBER 14. 1963

LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL

Accounts payable (Note 3) $ 6,311.95 

Due to director (Note 4) 2.500.00

fc 10,611.95 

Capital stock:

Authorized: 3*000,000 shares without par value 

Issued as fully paid: 1,457,707 shares, without par value 

For properties:

760,000 shares $ 76,000.00 

For cash:

396,055 shares $ 64,101.50 

In lieu of cash payments:

279,652 shares 27.965.20 92.066.70 170,066.70 

Surplus account:

Valuation placed on 70,000 escrowed
shares contributed by a shareholder to
assist the Company in acquiring
patented mining claims 7.OOP.00

167.676.65tsssssSssssssSssssssssss



COPPER REEF MINES LIMITED
- ' 

NOTES TO BALANCE SHEET———— l ———————————————

AS AT NOVEMBER 14. 1963

.
Note 1: The Company* s mining claims were acquired as follows: 

GROUP A

40 unpatented claims in the Townships of 
Montgomery and Patton in the Mining 
Division of Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, 
acquired for 730,000 shares of the 
Company's capital stock at a price of

per share # 73,000.00

The Company has changed its accounting 
procedure and the amount of $l2, 975.80 
which was previously included in the cost 
of these claims lias been transferred to 
the development costs.

The Company does not intend to exercise its 
option on certain mineral rights in the 
Township of Patton, on or before the due 
date of December 24, 1963.

GROUP B

4 unpatented mining claims in the Township
of Montgomery, in the Mining Division of
Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, for a cash
consideration. 1,039.50

GROUP C

15 unpatented mining claims in the Townships
of Montgomery and Parkinson in the Mining
Division of Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, for
a cash consideration of $1,000
and 50,000 shares of the Company's
capital stock at a valuation placed
thereon by the directors 5.000 6,000.00

GROUP D

36 mining claims in Township 26, Range 13
in the Mining Division of Sault Ste. Marie,
Ontario, for staking costs 2,869.00

'l X 7 - l
.)i?^ J.



NOTES

GROUP E

IS unpatented mining claims in the Township 
of Grenfell, in the Larder Lake Mining 
Division, Ontario, for staking costs,

7 patented mining claims in the Townships 
of Teck and Grenfell, in the Larder Lake 
Mining Division at a cost of $25,3l3.22 
as follows:

$ 1,319.13

assumption of liabilities 
70,000 escrowed shares donated 
by shareholders and valued at 
$14,939.40 in cash, settled by 
the issuance of 149,394 shares 
of the Company*s capital stock

3,323.62

7,000.00

14.939.40 25.313.22

S 110.040.90

Note 2: The Company is distributing its shares to the public through 
registered security dealers on an agency basis, and pays 
such security dealers a commission not exceeding 25# of the 
proceeds of sal^-s to the public plus an allowance not exceed 
ing 159& by way of contribution to cover expenses of promotion 
and distribution.

Of the total accounts payable amounting to $8,311.95, the 
amount of 3)1,767.25 is deferred until May 15, 1964, and the 
amount of ^3,323.32 is deferred until August 30, 1964.

Note 4: The amount of $2,500.00 due to a director is deferred until 
May 15, 1964,



COPPER REEF MINES LIMITED 

SCHEDULE OF DEFERRED ADMINISTRATION AND DEVELOPMENT EXPENDITURES

FOR THE PERIOD FROM 
INCEPTION (OCTOBER 11, 1962) TO NOVEMBER 14. 1963

Inception Oct* 30,19^2 Inception
to to to

Oct. 29. 1962 Nov. 14. 1963 Nov. 14. 1963

Administration

Stenographic services and cost
of prospectus and amendments $ $ 3,420.98 $ 3,420.98
Shareholders information - 4,616.78 4,616.78
Office wages - 1,225.00 1,225.00 
Accounting fees, office supplies
and expenses - 2,777.80 2,777 .80

Advertising - 2,110.43 2,110.43
Rent - . 1,845.00 1,845.00
Share issue expense - 933.68 933.68
Legal and audit - 510.00 510.00
Directors' fees - 225.00 225.00
Travelling expenses - 286.13 286.13
Miscellaneous - 298.82 298.82
Government fees and licenses ____ - _______ 105.00 _____ 105.00

NIL 18,354.62 18,354.62

Development

Diamond drilling - 9,454.03 9,454.03
Geophysical survey 6,800.00 629.20 7,429.20
Surface trenching and mapping 3,690.00 3,081.50 6,771.50
Engineering fees and expenses 900.00 4,614.29 5,514.29 
Travelling, meals and
accommodation 862.00 1,657.77 2,519.77

Road construction - 1,500.00 1,500.00
Maps and prints 265.40 848.79 1,114.19
Government fees and licenses 106.80 722.75 829.55
Assays and analyses 110.40 339.60 450.00
Telephone - 666.45 666.45 
Equipment rental, camp supplies
and small tools 241.20——.—-.185.20_____426.40

* 12,975.80 23,699.58 36,675.38

12,975.80 $ 42,054.20 S 55,030.00

* see Note l - Group A



COPPER REEF MINES LIMITED 

Iron Bridge Area 

Ontario

vi: Introduction

This is a report on a group of unpatented mining claims and 
on one patented half-lot located in the Tovmships of Montgomery, Par 
kinson and Patton, Sault Ste. Marie Mining Division, Ontario. The 
claims are controlled by Copper Reef Mines Limited.

The purpose of this report is to summarize the exploration 
work completed on these claims and to recommend to the Company such 
further exploration as appears warranted.

This report is based on the following sources of information:

1. Map 6-1961, Wakwekobi Lake Sheet, l" to l mile, published 
by the Geological Survey of Canada, M.J. Frarey, Geologist.

2. Collins, W.H., North Shore of Lake Huron, G.S.C. Memoir 
143, 1925.

3. Personal knowledge of these claims and the general area 
gained while planning, directing and executing a 4-month 
exploration of the general area. This work included 
prospecting, mapping and magnetometer surveying. Personal 
planning and supervision of the diamond drilling done on 
these claims, including the logging of all drill crvres.

Location and Property

The Iron Bridge property of Copper Reef Mines Limited is 
located in the contiguous townships of Montgomery, Parkinson and 
Patton, Sault Ste. Marie Mining Division, Ontario. The centre of 
the claim group lies about three miles north and slightly east of the 
town of Iron Bridge, Ontario, which is located on Hwy. 17 about 60 
miles east of Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario.

The property consists of 59 contiguous unpatented mining 
claims owned by the Company and one contiguous half-lot equivalent 
in area to four mining claims. The half-lot is controlled by Copper 
Reef Mines Limited by an option-to-purchase agreement. The total 
area of the property is about 2,500 acres.

The claims and optioned half-lot are described below.



A* Montgomery Township

SSM 62454 to SSM 62478 inclusive, 
SSM 62935 to SSM 62944 inclusive, 
SSM 63141 and 
SSM 63145 to SSM 63147 inclusive.

B. Patton Township

SSM 62919 to SSM 62924 inclusive,
SSM 62933 and SSM 62934,
SSM 62947 to SSM 62950 inclusive and
patented half-lot being the N i of Lot 12, Cone. 6.

C. Parkinson Township

SSM 62446 to SSM 62453 inclusive.

The claim titles were not searched, but all are recorded on 
the following mining claim maps published by the Ontario Department of 
Mines.

Montgomery Township - Mining P.lan #M1317 
Parkinson Township — Mining Plan //M1326 
Patton Township - Mining Plan //M1329

Access and Facilities

The centre of the property lies about three miles north by 
east of Iron Bridge, Ontario, and about 21 miles due west of Elliot 
Lake, Ontario. The general area is serviced by highways, rail lines, 
power lines, and telephone lines, although none of these services 
actually crosses the Copper Reef claims, \ccess to the property is 
by light aircraft which may land on Corbold Lake, or by a tractor 
road which branches off the gravel road leading from Iron Bridge to 
the summer resort on Demnan Lake.

There is no mining equipment located on the property. The 
cabin on Corbold Lake is useful as a base for exploration and tent 
frames are located at the north and south ends of the property. 
There is ample wood and water for exploration purposes.

History and Development^ ,. .

Recent exploration interest in the Parkinson-M^ntgomery area 
was engendered by E.K. Fockler, Consulting Geologist of Toronto, who 
interested Noranda Mines Limited and Bridgeland Explorations Limited 
in investigating the copper portential of that area. Fockler's atten 
tion was drawn to the area by a complex cross-folded and uplifted 
structure revealed on the then recently published Geological Survey of
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Canada Map #6-1961, Wakwekobi Lake Sheet, by M.J. Frarey. Both cora- 
panies undertook exploration programs.

The exploration carried out by Brldgeland was concentrated 
on the Copper Reef claims and to a much lesser degree on the area 
adjoining to the west. It consisted of prospecting, geological map 
ping, magnetometer surveying and 221 linear feet of X-Ray diamond 
drilling.

The prospecting revealed several occurrences of low-grade 
copper mineralization associated with magnetite located along bedding 
planes in the Bruce Limestone Formation. These occurrences were dis 
tributed erratically and discontinuously over a N-S length of about 
2i miles. The best showing was located on claim SSM 63141 and four 
vertical X-Ray holes were drilled. The magnetometer survey showed a 
number of irregularly shaped small magnetic anomalies associated with 
most of the known copper occurrences. Some anomalies were located in 
areas totally covered with overburden.

Late in 1962 Copper Reef Mines Limited acquired those 
Bridgeland claims which contained the copper discoveries and later 
smaller groups of claims were acquired from Leo Lamothe, Blind River, 
Ontario, and from the Estate of Norman Montgomery.

In the Spring of 1963, Copper Reef Mines Limited began 
exploration drilling. Altogether 16 AXT drill holes were sunk for 
an aggregate footage of 1718 linear feet.

General Geology

The general geology of the Copper Reef property is briefly 
described below.

TABLE OF FORMATIONS

Quaternary..........Recent.................Swamps, fluvial deposits
Pleistocene.......,....Till, gravel, clay

GREAT UNCONFORMITY

Keweenawan..........Intrusives.............Diabase dikes, diorite-
gabbro intrusives

UNCONFORMITY

Huronian............Gowganda...............Tillite, boulder conglomerate
Espanola...............Not recognized
Bruce Limestone........Limestone, limey greywacke
Bruce Conglomerate.....Conglomerate, greywacke
Mississagi...,... .....Assumed at depth

GREAT UNCONFORMITY 

Pre-Huronian..,.,...Basement Rocks.........Character unknown •••"f
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The Basement Rocks and the Mississagi Formation do not out 
crop on the Copper Reef property but it is quite certain that they 
underlie the property at depth.

The Bruce Conglomerate Formation outcrops along the east 
bank of the Cobden River and just south of the Peake Lake fault. It 
is a heterogeneous boulder conglomerate with a greywacke matrix and 
has a thickness of about 125 ft. The top of the formation is usually 
marked by a few feet of greywacke. Where its contact with the under 
lying Mississagi Formation is exposed in Parkinson Township, it is 
quite sharp and distinct. The Bruce Limestone Formation is poorly 
exposed along the west bank of the Cobden River. There are very few 
outcrops. The formation is an impure limestone with innumerable thin 
greywacke, argillite, and quartzite facies; most of which have calcite 
as the cementing medium. Here and there concentrations of magnetite 
and chalcopyrite have been found in the Bruce Limestone. The forma- 
tional thickness seems to vary from 75 ft. to 125 ft.

The Gowganda Formation underlies all the western portions 
of the property. It is a heterogeneous boulder conglomerate with 
greywacke and quartz facies which form large outcrops and steep 
cliffs. The thickness of the Gowganda Formation on the Copper Reef 
property varies from C at its eastern contact to an estimated 1,000 
ft. near the west boundary of the claims.

The Keweenawan diorite-gabbro intrusive outcrops along the 
east boundary of the property. It is a shell-like intrusive from 
200 to 800 ft. thick, and dips westerly between 150 and 30O .

The diabase dikes trend northwesterly. Chemically there is 
very little difference between the dikes and \,he diorite-gabbro and 
no doubt the two rocks are genetically related.

Structural Geology 

Folding.

The structural environment of the Copper Reef property is 
fairly complex even though the dips seldom exceed 15O . The property 
straddles the axial plane or the Denir?n Lake (Chiblow Lak^) Anti 
cline and lies on the east limb of a synclinal cross-fold of the 
Denman Lake Anticline. The structural environment becomes apparent 
only after a general study of the structure of the townships of 
Parkinson and Montgomery.

Faulting.

The only proven f^ult structure of size crossing the prop 
erty is the E-W trending Peake Lake fault. This is a late stage 
structure which offsets the Keweenawan diorite-gabbro intrusive. It 
is probably a shear fault for it nearly parallels the axial plane of 
the Denman Lake Anticline. On the Copper Reef property, the general 
area of the fault is completely covered with overburden.



Economic Geology———————

The Copper Reef property was prospected during the summer 
of 1962 by Manfred Johnson and Walter Stanger. Several occurrences 
of copper mineralization were located. Each occurrence consisted of 
chalcopyrite tending to be concentrated along bedding planes in the 
Bruce Limestone Formation and associated with very minor quantities 
of bornite and pyrrhotite. Magnetite was -variably associated as 
well, but often only in the immediate viciru.v of the copper occur 
rence rather than right with the chalcopyrite. One copper discovery 
having different characteristics was located on Claim SSM 62933. 
Here, some quartzitic float belonging to the Gowganda Formation had 
its interstices filled with fine chalcopyrite and pyrite. There was 
no evidence of magnetite.

The best showing was the occurrence on Claim SSM 63141 and 
four vertical X-Ray drill holes were sunk for a total of 221 feet. 
The drill results, though erratic and low grade, were intriguing for 
the small drill could not penetrate the full thickness of the Bruce 
Limestone Formation. The highest grade section was 4.6 feet aver 
aging 1.6055 copper. The thickest section was 36.2 feet which aver 
aged 0.3655 copper. There were several other intersections carrying 
copper and these varied in thickness and grade between the extremes 
described above.

The magnetometer survey was performed along the Cobden 
River valley for a N-S length of 13,600 feet and over an average 
width of about 2,000 f^et. Six small areas of high magnetic inten 
sity were located ana, at four of these locations were outcrops were 
visible, coarse magnetite was found. The magnetic anomalies are 
located within broader, more diffuse zones of above-average magnetic 
intensity and it is my opinion, overburden conditions being considered, 
that magnetite in decreasing quantities is present over more extensive 
areas than the small intense anomalies first suggest. The largest of 
the intense magnetic anomalies occurs in a heavily overburdened area 
between the Peake Lake Fault and the projected axial plane of the 
Denman Lake Anticline.

In the Spring of 1963 Copper Reef Mines Limited undertook a 
drill testing of two of the copper occurrences. The best showing, 
located on Claim SSM 63141, was explored by 15 diamond drill holes for 
a total of 1,596 feet. The drill results show that all significant 
copper mineralization occurs on the east side of the Cobden River 
-..l thin a small embayment in the diorite-gabbro intrusive. The copper 
mineralization was almost entirely chalcopyrite and it was concen 
trated near the base of the Bruce Limestone Formation. It was crudely 
zoned into two layers: an upper, very low grade zone about 4 ft. 
thick, and a lower, high grade zone, o to 7 ft, thick. The best 
section ran 1.94^ copper across 7.0 ft. There were many sections 
grading from 0.25 to 0.75?5 copper across thickness of some 2 to 5 ft.

No appreciable copper mineralization was found on drilling 
on the west bank of the Cobden River. The drill hole sections show 
that a sudden change in stratigraphy occurs along the river valley.
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Also, the E-W diabase dike was found to be offset about 90 ft. to the 
north. This is certain evidence of faulting along the river valley 
but there is no way of telling If the mineralization is faulted off 
or whether it ceases at the fault. The drilling has proven that 
there is no mineable copper ore in the diorite-gabbro embayment.

A similar embayment in the diorite-gabbro intrusive is 
located another 2400 ft. to the north. This embayment has not been 
drill tested.

The chalcopyrite occurrence in gowganda float on claim 
SSM 62933 was tested by one drill hole. No copper mineralization of 
consequence was intersect '..

All of the drill cores were tested with a Geiger counter 
and with ultra violet light with negative results. The rather un 
common and seldom recognized mineralogical characteristic called 
Triboluminescence was found to occur erratically through these 
sections of the Bruce Limestone. Investigations showed that this 
feature has no economic significance.

Conclusions and Recommendations

1. Diamond drilling has proven that the copper discovery on claim 
SSM 63141 is not economically mineable. The western limit of 
the mineralization is bounded by a fault zone and the direction 
and extent of the movement along this fault is unknown. There 
is no way of telling if the fault is pre or post ore; or if 
copper mineralization is bounded by the fault plane.

2. The copper occurrence on claim SSM 62933 has no economic signifi 
cance.

3. None of the other copper occurrences known on the Copper Reef 
claims warrant diamond drilling without further investigation.

4. The untested copper occurrences, the Cobden River valley, and 
particularly the magnetic anomaly lying between the Peake Lake 
fault and the axial plane of the Denman Lake Anticline warrant 
geochemical investigation. The geochemical sampling should 
include stream sediment and soil sampling techniques. Grid 
pattern soil samples should thoroughly cover the magnetic anom 
alies. The samples should be tested first for total cold 
extractable metals and secondly for mercury content. This work 
would require two men for about two weeks and would cost between 
$1,000.00 and $1 ) 500.00.

My report is respectfully submitted.
S,j , ,

Willowdale, Ontario
November 15, 1963 ______"H. G. HARPER"

H. Grant Harper, F.G,A.C., P.Eng, 
Economic Geologist



CERTIFICATE

HUGH GRANT HARPER, of Metropolitan Toronto, in the Province of 
Ontario, certify as follows with respect to my report entitled 
Copper Reef Mines Limited, Iron Bridge Property, November 15, 1963:

1. I am a practising economic geologist carrying on business as

H. Grant Harper, P.Eng., 
314 Hendon Avenue, 
Willowdale, Ontario

2. I graduated from the University of Toronto with the degree of 
B.A.Se., 1950 and M.A.Se., 1951 and have been engaged in my 
profession for over ten years. I am a Fellow of the Geological 
Association of Canada, a Member of the Ontario Association of 
Professional Engineers registered in the Mining Branch, a 
member of the Canadian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy, and 
a Member of the Board of Trade of Metropolitan Toronto.

3. I have no direct or indirect interest in the Iron Bridge property 
itself other than I am the beneficial owner of 20,000 escrowed 
and 10,000 free shares of Copper Reef Mines Limited and there 
fore, I have, by virtue of my stock holdings an indirect minority 
interest in the Iron Bridge property.

4. I have personally examined and worked on the property herein 
reported. The pertinent details are outlined in the body of 
my report.

Willowdale, Ontario, ,IU 
November 15, 1963. H'

H. Grant Harper, F.G7S.C7, P.Eng., 
Economic Geologist.

(Seal)
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Copper Reef Mines Limited
Batchawana Property 

Sault Ste. Marie Mining Division 
Ontario

Introduction

This is a report on a group of newly staked mining claims 
located in Township 26, Range 13, Batchawana Area, Sault Ste. Marie 
Mining Division, Ontario. The claims were staked on behalf of 
Copper Reef Mines Limited and a one hundred (100J6) percent interest 
in them is held by that Company.

The purpose of this report is to assemble all known geo 
logical and mineral exploration facts concerning the property and to 
recommend a program for its exploration.

tion:
This report is based on the following sources of informa-

1. Batchawana Area, by E.S. Moore, Ontario Department 
of Mines Report, Vol. 35, Part 2, 1926 and the 
accompanying Map No. 35-b.

2. A study oo. air photographs of the claim group on 
scale of l to 1320 and l to 400, published by the 
Department of Lands ft Forests, Ontario.

3. An examination of a suite of rock specimens
collected from the claims by Norman Needs, the 
Prospector in charge of the claim staking.

4. I have not made a personal examination of these 
claims.

Location of Property

The claim group is located in the North-East corner of 
Township 26, Range 13, Batchawana Area, Sault Ste. Marie Mining 
Division, Ontario. The claim group consists of thirty-six (36) 
contiguous unpatented claims, in a square bloc, recorded as Nos. 
S.S.M. 66859 to S.S.M. 66894 inclusive. The claim titles were not 
searched by me but they are recorded on Mining Claim Plan No. M-1507 
being Township 26, Range 13, Sault Ste. Marie Mining Division, pub 
lished by the Department of Mines, Ontario. The total area of the 
claim group is estimated at 1,440 acres.



Access fe Facilities

The claim group lies about fifty miles North of the City 
of Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario. Trans-Canada Highway #17 passes 
about 22 miles West of the group. The Algoma Central k Hudsons Bay 
Railway passes about five miles to the North and East, the nearest 
stations being Summit, at mileage 73, and Batchawana at mileage 79. 
The closest truck road linked to the Ontario Highway System ends at 
the Batchawana property of the Tribag Mining Company Limited, some 
12 miles West of the Copper Reef property. The most direct means 
of access is by float equipped aircraft which can land at Quintet 
Lake, which lies near the centre of the Copper Reef property. 
Commercial float air service is available at Sault Ste. Marie, 
Ontario.

Currently there are no facilities, other than wood and 
water, on the Copper Reef claims of use for initial exploration. 
The transmission line of the Great Lakes Power Corporation Limited 
passes two miles West of the property.

History fc Development

Apparently this claim group has very little exploration 
history of importance. Some claims had been staked by 1925 
presumably because of the copper-bearing quartz vein located on the 
island in Quintet Lake. According to Dr. E.S. Moore, very little 
work had been done on this vein at the time of his examination in 
1925. To the writer*s knowledge there has been no recent explora 
tion nor development on the Copper Reef claims.

During July and August of 1963 Copper Reef Mines Limited 
caused the thirty-six mining claims herein reported to be staked 
on behalf of that Company. The staking was done under the super 
vision of Mr. Norran Needs, Prospector, of Blind River, Ontario, 
who cr""lected several specimens of quartz and sulphide mineralized 
rock from the claims.

Exploration activity in the Batchawana Area has been 
stimulated by the results of diamond drilling on the Tribag Mining 
Company Limited property, which lies about twelve miles West of the 
Copper Reef claims. Here a flat lying breccia zone has been strongly 
mineralized by sulphide, chiefly the copper sulphide - chalcopyrite. 
This mineral discovery has prompted widespread activity in the 
general area and several mining companies are now actively engaged 
in exploring their Batchawana Area holdings.
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General Geology

,'-- - - - . - . -
m, -^ The general geology of the Batchawana Area has been 
^ summarized by Dr. E. S. Moore, acting for the Ontario Department 

of Mines. The region has not been mapped in detail so that the 
geological relationships between the various formations are not 
well established. A general sequence of formation is listed below.

-.".

TABLE OF FORMATIONS

Quaternary. . . . . . . . . . Recent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . swamps , fluvial deposits ,
Pleistocene....... ,. .till, gravel, clay.

GREAT UNCONFORMITY

Keweenawan. . . . . . . . . .Upper Keweenawan. . . . . Cgl. , Ss. , Sh. ,
Middle Keweenawan. . . .Cgl. , Ss., intercalated

basalts. 
Lower Keweenawan. . . ..Diabase, diorite, gabbro.

UNCONFORMITY 

Algoman. . . . . . . . . . .Intrusives. . . . . . . . . . .Granite Batholiths Se, stocks

Intrusive Contact

Mamainse . . . . . . . . . . . . . Diabase , gabbro , diorite
Batchawana Series. . . .Iron Formation, Greenstones

Rhyolite, arkose, greywacke

According to Dr. Moore's mapping, the rocks underlying the 
Copper Reef claims are indicative of the Batchawana Series and are 
cut by a few Keweenawan dikes. Among the specimens turned over to 
the writer by Norman Needs the following rock types are tentatively 
recognized: a brecciated rhyolite carrying quartz and pyrite, 
greywacke, amphibolite, arkose, mica schist and numerous specimens 
showing vein quartz, calcite, pyrite, and some chalcopyrite.

Structural Geology

No facts are known concerning fold and fault structures 
occurring within the Batchawana and Mamaii.sean rocks underlying 
Township 26, Range 13. However, because of the great age of these 
rocks it is certain they are folded and faulted to some degree.

An examination of tho air photographs shows the Copper 
Reef claims to have strong topographic relief and many large, wejl 
exposed outcrops. The claims are dissected by promi*'*nt deep 
valleys which may be the surface expressions of faul'.~ ; rvae&r zones. 
There are two prominent directions to the valleys, nortn-east and 
north-west, but the north-west trending valleys exhibit a ra 'tt" t Vug 
pattern whereby the valleys trend more easterly near the south
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boundary of the property. The strongest and largest topographic 
linear occurs along the valley occupied by Quintet Creek. Many of 
the topographic linears are watercourses and thereby lend themselves 
to appraisal by geochemical methods utilizing stream sediments.

Economic Geology

Many varieties of ore minerals have been found in the 
Batchawana Area over the past sixty to seventy years. These include 
the first known visible occurrences in Canada near Theano Point on 
Lake Superior:- The copper deposit owned by Coppercorp Limited 
located near Mamainse Point and several deposits of low grade iron. 
Of these, the copper deposits seem to hold the most promise of 
achieving profitable production.

The geology of the Coppercorp Limited deposit is similar 
to that of the copper deposits of Keweenawan Point in Upper Michigan 
State. The co^er occurs principally as sulphides concentrated 
within amygdaloidal basalt flows and flow top breccia. The geology 
of the recently discovered Tribag deposit is much less clear. The 
copper rich zones occur as flat lying "beds" of either altered acid 
fragmentale or brecciated granite intrusives, often overlain by 
dikes or volcanic flows having an andesitic composition. Within the 
copper rich zones the chief alteration effects seem to be quartz and 
calcite. The sulphide mineralization is principally chalcopyrite 
with minor quantities of bornite, chalcocite and pyrite.

The evidence at hand suggests there are two copper occur 
rences on the Copper Reef claims, but at present the Company does 
not know if these occurrences warrant further development. The first 
occurrence is the one referred to by Dr. Moore in his report and is 
located on the island in Quintet Lake on claim S.S.M. 66S85. The 
second copper occurrence is located near the shore of Quintet Lake 
on claim S.S.M. 66861. Character specimens from this location show 
chalcopyrite in association with quartz and calcite, but the nature 
of the enclosing rocks is unknown. Other specimens collected by Mr. 
Needs from other locations on the Company's claims show quartz and 
calcite and one in particular has the appearance of a brecciated 
rhyolite and carries over 2# pyrite.

Conclusions "' ' ^ -'.i:

1. The mining history of the Batchawana Area and particularly the 
current exploration results at the property of the Tribag Mining 
Company Limited demonstrate that concentrations jf copper miner 
als occur in the general area in quantity and grades, which are 
likely to prove profitable to mine under current economic con 
ditions.

2. In view of the above, the Copper Reef claims warrant prospecting, 
mapping and probably some geochemical surveying.

3. A study of the air photographs of the Copper Reef property shows 
that it is suitable for geochemical prospecting, particularly 
if stream sediment techniques are used.



Recommendations

1. The Company should undertake to prospect and map its claims 
while the weather remains favorable.

2. If areas of mineralization are found during the prospecting 
these should be subjected to preliminary geochemical investi 
gation, First: for total metal acid extractibles and, Second: 
for mercury halo effect. Anomalous samples likewise. Low 
overburdened areas should be soil-sampled and tested.

3. The Company should be prepared to geophysically survey any 
interesting areas located during the above program in order 
that these may be properly prepared for diamond drilling.

Cost Estimate

1. Prospecting and mapping 36 claims,
3 men for 6 weeks $ 3,600.00

2. Geochemical extraction of soil samples
and stream sediments 1,000.00

3. Contingencies 400.00

$ 5,000.00

This expenditure I recommend.

My report herein is respectfully submitted,

Willowdale, Ontario.
August 15th, 1963 (Sign3d) "H. G. HARPER"

H.Grant Harper, F.G.A.C., P.Eng., 
Economic Geologist

(Seal)



, ; CERTIFICATE

SP •'•I, HUGH GRANT HARPER, of Metropllitan Toronto, in the Province of 
K Ontario, certify as follows with respect to my report entitled

Copper Reef Mines Limited, Batchawana Property, August 15th, 1963.
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1. I am a practising economic geologist carrying on business as

H. Grant Harper, P.Eng., 
314 Hendon Avenue, 
Willowdale, Ontario

2. I graduated from the Uni rersity of Toronto with the degree of 
B.A.Se., 1950 and M.A.Se., 1951 and have been engaged in my 
profession for over ten years. I am a Fellow of the Geological 
Association of Canada, a Member of the Ontario Association of 
Professional Engineers registered in the Mining Branch, a 
Member of the Canadian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy, and 
a Member of the Board of Trade of Metropolitan Toronto.

3. I have no direct or indirect interest in the Batchawana property 
itself other than I am the beneficial owner of 20,000 escrowed 
and 10,000 free shares of Copper Reef Mines Limited and there 
fore I have, by virtue of my stock holdings, an indirect 
minority interest in the Batchawana property.

/f. I have not personally examined the claim group herein reported 
but my report is based on the sources of information detailed 
in the Introduction of the Report.

Willowdale, Ontario.
November 15, 1963 "H. G. HARPER"

H. Grant Harper, F.G.A.C., P.Eng., 
Economic Geologist

(Seal)



:ipiv Copper Reef Mines Limited
W Kirkland Lake Property
fe v Ontario

Introduction

This is a report on 7 patented and 18 unpatented mining 
claims owned by Copper Reef Mines Limited. The purpose of this report 
is to summarize the exploration done on these claims and to recommend 
to the Company a program of future exploration.

This report is based on the following sources of information:

1. Preliminary Geological Map No. P.186, Grenfell Township 
by J.A. Grant, Ontario Department of Mines and personal 
correspondence with Dr. Grant concerning the gold show 
ings located around Cook Lake.

2. Sundry reports and maps of portions of these claims 
prepared by E.G. Lamble, E.P. Wagner, O.B. Stoughton, 
A.V.W. Durnford, R. Storen, E.E. Campbell, and N.V. 
Montgomery, all of whom have examined or supervised 
exploration work on portions of this property.

3. Personal examinations made of portions of these claims 
between April 28 and April 30, 1961, when I mapped the 
showings in the vicinity of the shaft and again between 
June 4 and July 8, 1963 when I examined the gold show 
ings around Cook Lake.

Location and Property

The claim gvoup straddles the boundary between Grenfell and 
Teck Townships with cnly 2 of the 25 claims located in the latter 
township. The 25 claims are contiguous and are located in the Larder 
Lake Mining Division, Ontario, about 5i miles west of the town of 
Kirkland Lake. The total area of the claim group is about 1,000 acres.

The claim numbers are recorded as follows: 

1. Patented claims (7)

a. Grenfell Township: L26303 to L26305 inclusive
L26358 and 
L27066

b. Teck Township: L25593 and
L26070



2. Unpatented Claims

a. Grenfell Township: L77&55 to L77872 inclusive.

The clai:.i titles were not searched but they are recorded 
on the following Mining Claim Maps published by the Ontario Department 
of Mines:

Teck Township - Mining Plan #M392 

Grenfell Township - Mining Plan #M351

Access fe Facilities

The property lies 5i miles due west of the gold-mining town 
of Kirkland Lake, Ontario, through which Highway 66 passes. Access 
to the property is via the unimproved Goldthorpe road which leaves 
Highway 66 at Chaput Hughes which is a short distance west of Kirkland 
Lake. A branch of the Goldthorpe road extends northward near the 
boundary between Grenfell and Teck Townships and this road provides 
ready access to all of the claims and terminates at the cabin on 
claim L26305. In the summer months the road is suitable for truck 
travel. The Ontario Northland Railway passes a few hundred feet West 
of the west boundary of the claim group.

On the south shore of the small lake on clairs L26305 and 
L26303 there is a large cabin in good repair which can accommodate a 
crew of four or five men. There is no other equipment or facility 
on the property suitable for mining exploration.

History jc Development

Some of the claims now owned by Copper Reef Mines Limited 
are believed to have been staked during the early days of the Kirkland 
Lake gold rush, but no records are available.

The recorded mining history of the claims begins about 1928 
when Scott-Kirkland Gold Mines Limited began trenching and pit-sinking 
around Cook Lake. By the following year a shaft had been collared 
on what is now called the No. 3 Zone. Records of this period of work 
include favourable assays purportedly from the shaft and the veins 
about Cook Lake, but these cannot be documented by acceptable engin 
eering records. By 1934 the property was controlled by James Kirkland 
Mines Limited. This Company deepened the shaft on the No. 3 Zone to 
200 ft. and sank a small single compartment shaft on the No. l Zone to 
a depth of about 30 ft. Further trenching and general exploration was 
also carried out. Numerous gold pannings and several good assays for 
gold are reported by R. Storen, Engineer in charge, end E.E. Campbell, 
M.E., Consulting Engineer, but no plans are available which show pre 
cisely the sample locations and widths.



In July of I960 the patented claims of this group were 
acquired by Magni Mining Corporation Limited. Magnetic, electro 
magnetic, and self-potential surveys were performed in the general 
area of the mineralized zones. A new zone of mineralizations, sul 
phides filling the interstices of a fragmental lava bed, was discov 
ered under light overburden and trenched. Late in April of I960, the 
writer mapped the geology of part of claims L26358, L26303 to L26305, 
and the claim now numbered as L77866. During this period, six X-ray 
diamond drill holes totalling 519.5 linear feet, were drilled, logged 
and sampled under the direction of O.B. Stoughton, F.G.A.C., 
Geologist, The Teck-Hughes Gold Mines Limited.

In June of 1963 Copper Reef Mines Limited staked 18 mining 
claims in Grenfell Township adjoining the Magni patented claims on the 
south. During the staking, the writer examined the gold occurrences 
around Cook Lake. Recently Copper Reef Mines Limited purchased the 
7 patented claims owned by Magni Mining Corporation Limited.

General Geology

The general geology of Grenfell Township has been described 
by J.A. Grant for the Ontario Department of Mines. Although his pre 
liminary map of the township has been published, his final report 
has not yet been made public. The following table of formations is 
based on preliminary Map #186 by J.A. Grant.

TABLE OF FORMATIONS 

post Keewatin..............intrusives...........diabase dikes

Intrusive Contact

Algoman....................intrusives...........syenite, and/or
feldspar porphyry 
dikes

GREAT UNCONFORMITY

Keewatin...................lavas k related......a. basalt, andesite
rocks b. gabbro, diorite

c. fragmentals

About 50J& of the rocks outcropping on the claims are Keewatin gabbro s 
and diorite. Their megascopic characteristics are typically intrusive 
in appearance but they probably have two separate and unrelated modes 
of genesis. Some are probably true intrusives while the bulk are 
more likely metamorphosed or slowly cooled centres of very thick lava 
flows.
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The basalts and andesites are the second predominant rock 
type and cover nearly 50# of the claim area. These rocks exhibit a 
large variety of structures and minor variations which may be of real 
assistance in explorations. Pillow structures, intercalated fragment 
al s and variations in composition are displayed in wide variety.

The wide zone of fragmental rocks of volcanic origin bound 
the south and west limits of the property and serve as a useful 
regional scale horizon marker. Smaller beds of fragmental rock inter 
calated with the andesite and basalt also t,erve as horizon markers.

Syenite or feldspar porphyry dikes occur on the northern 
claims. All known dikes of this composition strike East-West and are 
relatively narrow; diabase and lamprophyre dikes are fairly common. 
Their strikes are usually northerly but some are known to parallel 
the East-West syenite dikes.

Structural Geology

Geological structures on and about the Copper Reef claims 
are Disked by the heavy concentrations of intrusive rocks having two 
modes of origin. Thus the "contacts" drawn between the normal lava 
flows and the gabbro-diorite rocks may be due, in part, to meta 
morphic effects and thus not reflect the true attitudes of the lava 
flows. Primary structures in the lavas are common but seldom conform 
with the "contact" between lavas and gabbro-diorites.

The general trend of the lavas, particularly in the north 
part of the property is East-West. Pillow structures, fragmental beds, 
and amygdules, and flow top Breccias are fairly common. Dips are 
near vertical.

A number of shear zones trend East-West across the property. 
For the most part the shears are of minor importance with respect to 
the structural geology but are associated with quartz, sulphide and 
gold mineralization.

Two cross faults, probably ..ormal faults, occur on the 
northern claims. One of these, inferred from geological mapping, is 
a very young fault and displays the syenite dike associated with tha 
No. 3 Zone. The other fault, which follows the drainage of the small 
lake on the northern claims, trends N-S and dips 45O E. It quite 
obviously displaces lava flows and is thought to have a left-hand 
throw.

Economic Geology

Over the years a great deal of preliminary work has been 
done on these claims. The early exploration concentrated on trench 
ing, pit sinking, and shaft sinking. The more recent work included 
X-ray diamond drilling and geophysical surveying. The diamond drill 
ing totalled 519.5 linear feet in 7 holes and is best discussed in 
relation to the zones explored. O.B. Stoughton, the engineer who 
logged the cores, reports very poor core recovery and recommended
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^ ' larger diameter core. The geophysical surveying, since it covered
K a fairly broad area, requires separate consideration.W'-'..-, l -
^ Geophysical Surveying

'Ul Magnetic, electromagnetic and self-potential geophysical 
1 surveys have been performed over those parts of the patented claims 
' where mineralization is known to occur, while magnetic and electro 

magnetic surveys were made over Cook Lake and its nearby gold showings,

" On the. northern claims, the magnetic survey reflects the 
general geology quite accurately. The areas of diorite and gabbro 
show up as magnetic highs while the areas of andesite and basalt, 
which contain the zones of mineralization, have a relatively low 
magnetic relief. The electromagnetic survey detected some weakly 
anomalous zones in the general position of the known zones of shearing 
and mineralization. However, the correlation of anomalies from line 
to line doe: not correspond to the mapped geology. We can therefore 
infer that electro magnetic surveys are not particularly useful in 
pinpointing zones of mineralization. The self-potential survey was a 
partial success. It located the pyrite, pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite 
mineralization which is referred to as the No. 5 Zone, wherein low 
gold and copper values occur. Several other anomalous zones were 
located during this survey but again the correlation from line to line 
is incompatible with the known geology. In my judgment the discovery 
of the No. 5 Zone precludes rejection of the self-potential anomalies 
but it is obvious that some method of follow-up is required before 
diamond drilling can be undertaken.

The magnetic ana electromagnetic survey of Cook Lake and 
its environs was not successful. The magnetic differentials are low 
and do not add materially to the known geology. An extremely weak 
electromagnetic conductor trends E-W through the lake. Its signifi 
cance seems negligible.

No. l Zone

The zone is exposed at 1400S on the township line. Many 
years ago it was trenched intermittently for a length of 500 ft. and 
although the trenches are mostly caved and filled.with water, oxida 
tion and shearing effects are visible across widths up to 12 ft. 
Gold pannings and substantial gold assays are reported by R. Stoven 
but in recent years nothing has been done to substantiate these re 
ports. In general appearance, the No. l Zone is the best-looking of 
the several showings on the north end of the property and it should 
be cleaned up and properly sampled.

No. 2 Zone

The No. 2 Zone has been continuously trenched for a length 
of 600 ft. and intermittently for an additional 100 ft. The main 
trench is entirely sloughed. The zone occupied a well defined de 
pression and probably extends beyond its trenched length. The east



extension of the zone was probably lost by the early explorers and 
|V the cross trenches are evidence of this. No doubt the east extension

. was offset by the Creek Fault. At the east end of the zone, a cross 
; trench shows 6 ft. of shearing carrying heavy sulphides. 4n X-ray 
.f , drill hole under the trench cut a silicified rhyolite carrying fairly 
•'|; strong sulphides and a narrow quartz vein, all of which assayed NIL 
''f:'-"'- in gold. Of the two other holes drilled under the west end of t'.ie

zone, one returned values of 0.008 oz. of gold across a core length 
l- r of 7.7 ft.

No. 3 Zone

Little or nothing can be seen of thir zone on surface. A 
200 ft. shaft has been sunk on the "break" and all of the outcrop 
area is covered with muck. The rock on the dump contains a great 
deal of syenite porphyry, and the evidence suggests that a dike of 
this rock is the structure that wa explored. Two X-ray holes, one 
on each side of the shaft, intersected a red porphyry dike intimately 
interfingered with lamprophyre. Small fractures in these rocks were 
filled with quartz and a little pyrite. Several sampled sections 
returned NIL in gold.

No. 4 Zone

This zone is marked by a line of old caved trenches in which 
nothing is visible. Gold pannings arc reported by R. Storen but no 
attempt has been made to substantiate the reports.

No. 5 Zone

The No. 5 Zone is quite different from the other zones. 
There j.s no shearing or fracturing to suggest an E-W "break". Rather, 
the zone consists of sulphide mineralization disseminated through a 
bed of black rhyolite agglomerate. The agglomerate bed, and the in 
cluded sulphide mineralization, is about 40 ft. wide. The S.P. 
anomaly, which located the zone, has a very short length, first, 
because the showing was found on the most westward line of the survey 
and second, to the east the ground is too wet for S.P, surveying. 
There has been no attempt to trace the zone to the east or west, 
although it is covered only by light overburden on the western exten 
sion. The agglomerate fragments are of cobble size and contain 
syngenetic blebs of pyrite and pyrrhotite. The interstices are filled 
with pyrite, pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite, probably of replacement 
origin. A drill hole under the zone returned intermittent low values 
in gold and copper.

*w

No. 6 Zone

Nothing can be seen of this zone except two caved trenches, 
one of which has a red porphyry dike on one wall. Its general geo 
logical environment off the nose of a gabbro intrusive is good, and 
some exploration is Justified.



The Gossan Zone

The Gossan Zone lies along the east shore of Cook Lake and 
it has not been worked for many years. A large pit sunk on the shore 
line behind the protection of a coffer dam, is reported to contain 
significant gold values, but is completely inaccessible today unless 
a huge beaver dam at the lake*s outlet is broken. The Gossan Zone 
can be seen on surface for at least 250 ft. in a N-S direction, while 
the width of the Gossan is between 30 ard 75 ft. The Gossan extends 
into the lake at one point at least. Surface grab samples from the 
zone returned 0.01 oz. of gold and NIL. The rock is a mineralized 
rhyolite carrying disseminated pyrrhotite and minor quantities of 
pyrite and molybdenite. The Gossan Zone is not well enough exposed 
for evaluation. The surface exposure should be panned thoroughly and 
if gold colours are found, the zone should be systematically trenched 
and channel-sampled.

Cook Lake - West Zone

The general aret. of this zone is covered by thick green 
bush which, at the time of examination, limited visibility severely. 
Descriptions of this zone by other people who have seen it recently 
differ considerably from my own, and it is questionable if I saw the 
main mineral occurrence. The showing I saw consisted of a large open 
cut on a side hill which exposed a 4 ft. wide E-W shearing containing 
from 4" to 6" of gouge, minor pyrite and pyrrhotite, and a small r.r.o""^ 
of vein quartz. A grab sample of quartz returned NIL in gold. The 
showing which I saw does not warrant further exploration.

Cook Lake - North Zone

There are two showings at this location, both of which have 
been trenched for about 100 ft., but are now mostly caved. Each zone 
seems to be confined to a narrow zone of fracturing which has been 
filled with quartz, calcite, and minor sulphides. The showings are 
not particularly impressive and no samples were co?.lected.

Conclusions

1. Considerable exploration work has been done on these claims
during the past 30 years. The more recent work has reasonably 
eliminated the economic possibilities of several of the known 
zones of mineralization.

2. Two of the known zones of mineralization justify further investi 
gation of their economic potential. These are the No. l Zone 
and the Gossan Zone. A third, the Cook Lake - West Zone, requires 
another examination.

3. Most of the claim area is covered with overburden and the possi 
bility of finding new zones of mineralization should not be over 
looked. However, a search for these should be confined to the 
areas underlain by andesite and basalt lava flows. The area? 
underlain by diorite and gabbro are not likely to contain min 
eral deposits of commercial value. These rocks are massive and 
have a "dry" appearance in general.
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1. The outcrop areas of the No. l Zone and the Gossan Zone should 
be appraised first by gold panning and then by trenching and 
channel sampling wherever gold values are indicated.

2* The extensions of the No. l Zone, the Gossan Zone, and the No. 5 
Zone should be investigated geochemically: first, for total 
cold extractable metals, and second, by the Mercury Halo method. 
Geochemical anomalies based on cold extractable metals are sub 
ject to displacement due to circulating ground waters, whereas 
Mercury vapour anomalies are relatively immobile but are also 
less pronounced. Thus the relative positioning of the two types 
of geochemical anomaly helps to indicate where follow-up work 
should be concentrated.

3. The first step in searching for new zones of mineralization is 
prospecting. New mineral finds are not likely to be made, but 
"live looking areas" may be located and then other search methods 
can be employed. Geochemical testing along natural drainage 
channels may also help locate favourable areas. Work of this 
nature should be confined to the areas of andesite and basalt.

Cost Estimate

l. Prospecting Phase

Includes panning, some geochemical testing and 
f.rab sampling.
Two men for one month, including transportation 
and supplies

2. Trenching and Sampling

Including dynamite, steel, assaying, etc. 
Th.-ee mbn, one month

3. Detailed geochemical work in selected areas, 
further trenching, sampling, etc.

4. Contingency allowance

2,500.00

4,000.00

3,000.00

500.00

10.000.00

My report is respectfully submitted.

m:

W:-
Willowdale, Ontario, 
September 9, 1963.

(Signed) "H.O. HARPER"
H. Grant Harper, F.G.ATC7, P.Eng., 

Economic Geologist

(Seal)



HUGH GRANT HARPER, of Metropolitan Toronto, in the Province of 
.Ontario, certify as follows with respect to my report entitled 
Copper Reef Mines Limited, Kirkland Lake Property, September 9th,

"

CERTIFICATE

am a practising economic geologist carrying on business as

H. Grant Harper, P.Eng., 
314 Hendon Avenue, 
Willowdale, Ontario.

I graduated from the University of Toronto with the degree of 
B.A.Se., 1950 and M.A.Se., 1951 and have been engaged in my 
profession for over ten years. I am a Fellow of the Geological 
Association of Canada, a Member of the Ontario Association of 
Professional Engineers registered in the Mining Branch, a 
Member of the Canadian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy, and 
a Member of the Board of Trade of Metropolitan Toronto.

3. I have no direct or indirect interest in the Kirkland Lake 
property itself other than I am the beneficial owner of 
20,000 escrowed and 10,000 free shares of Copper Reef Mines 
Limited and therefore, I have, by virtue of my stock holdings, 
an indirect minority interest in the Kirkland Lake property.

4. I have personally examined portions of the 25 claims herein 
reported as outlined in the main body of my report under 
"Introduction" — item 3.

Willowdale, Ontario, 
November 15, 1963

"H.G. HARPER"

H. Grant Harper, F.G.A.CT, T.Eng., 
Economic Geologist

(Seal)
.v?;^
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